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A mathematical model of the biofluidmechanics of the non-Newtonian mucus layer of the
tear film in the human eye, by Douglas M. Platt
The human eye is a complicated and delicate organ. The structure o f the eye is such that
it provides for clear vision of the world. The cornea and conjunctiva at the front of the eye are
avascular structures that require nutrients and moisture to be provided by the tear film. The tear
film also provides for the removal of debris from the surface o f the eye. The tear film has
several layers: a lipid layer, an aqueous solution, and mucus. The optical clarity and structural
uniformity of the tear film is maintained by the blinking motion of the eyelid. During a blink,
tears are removed from the eye, thus removing debris from the system. I attempt to show how
this blinking action causes fluid motion that helps to remove debris from behind the eyelid.
The eye system can be compared to a slider bearing with fluid between the plates. This
fluid is modeled as a thin film lubricant using second-order fluid equations. The resulting fluid
will be modeled as shear-thinning, shear steady and shear-thickening, which makes the viscosity
of the fluid dependent on the relative motion of the container boundaries. The amount of
elasticity found in the fluid, and its effect on fluid flow are also examined. Once the nature of
the fluids is modeled, a particle is added to the system and its movement through the bearing is
analyzed. This type of analysis is usually restricted to geophysical situations.
The motion of the fluid is found to have a strong dependence on the geometry o f the
bearing. The particle is found to move smoothly through the bearing in a relationship highly
dependent on the motion of the fluid. It can be deduced from the displayed movements that a
particle that enters the fluid within the tear film will be carried by the tear film into one o f the
menisci from which it will be removed by the tear drainage apparatus.
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1. Research topic
The human eye is a highly complex and sensitive system. It contains many
different parts and several different types of fluids, each of which serves a unique and
important function. One of the major parts of the eye is the eyeball, which is a semi
rigid, fluid-filled sphere. The eyeball itself is composed of many substructures. Among
these substructures are the cornea and conjunctiva which form the anterior structure of
the eye and permit light to enter the eye. These structures are covered by the tear film,
which serves multiple purposes including moisturizing, nourishing and protecting the
eyeball, as well as playing a part in focusing the light that we see. To serve its multitude
of purposes, the tear film is made up of three layers. The outermost layer is composed of
lipids; under this are the aqueous layer that makes up the majority o f the tear film, and
finally a layer of mucus.
This mucus layer is composed of many different size molecules, ranging from
diatomic salts to macromolecular carbohydrates, all suspended in a water solution. These
collectively give our mucus layer a set o f physical properties that depend on the
conditions of stress that it is under. Our eyes are constantly in motion, exposing the tear
film to shear stresses. In regular eye movement, such as reading, the eye is moving
slowly, and the tear film needs to remain in place. During a blink, there is rapid motion,
and high levels of shear. Thus, we constantly apply a set o f forces to the mucus layer that
cause its elasticity and viscosity to change. This fact could imply that we should treat
this layer as a second-order non-Newtonian fluid with shear thinning behavior under
certain conditions and shear thickening behavior under other conditions.
The tear film of the human eye is covered, created, and regulated by the human
eyelid. The eyelids are plates that parallel the eyeball surface, and remain close to the
eye. The physical model and analog of this type o f structure is called a slider bearing.
Slider bearings can be found in many locations, and have the behavior of causing
pressure waves in the fluids that separate the layers o f the bearing. Understanding the
way that these pressure waves behave is part of the study o f lubrication theory.
By treating the human eye-tear-eyelid system as a special type o f slider bearing, I
will extend and merge several previous models. This extension will consist of expanding
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the range of values that are evaluated in the models, and looking at motions and shear
effects that are similar to those of the human eye-tear-eyelid system.
The human eye is exposed to a large number of particles over the course o f a day.
How the Non-Newtonian fluid, the mucus layer, removes any o f these particles is
potentially important to the health of people’s eyes. There is conjecture about how the
mucus fluid behaves in the process o f removing debris. I have studied a parabolic
velocity profile for the mucus layer relative to the pressures exerted in the tear film and
how they might drive a particle caught in the mucus layer.
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1. Literature Review
The motivation of this research is related to the tear film on the human eye. I am
looking at the behavior of different aspects of that tear fdm during the blink cycle, this
will allow for the modeling of debris caught in the mucus layer of the eye. With this as
my starting point, I will have to make certain simplifications and approximations; these
will be discussed more below.
Using the eye, eyelid and tear film as the starting point if this thesis, I have
performed a review of published journal literature concerning the eye, eyelid and tear
film. This will ensure that our initial data is correct, our assumptions are reasonable, and
I am working on an original aspect of the relationship between these three things.
Therefore I will be looking at what the structure o f the tear film is believed to be, the
material make up of the tear film, motions o f the eyelids, and interactions o f the eyelid
with the tear film. I will then follow that up with a look at non-Newtonian fluids,
lubrication theory and slider bearings.

2,1 General Structures of the human eye
The human eye is the most specialized organ in the human body. Our eyes
provide us with visual information about the world around us, which amounts to 40% of
the information that we receive (Tripathi et al., 1997). Each o f the many components that
make up the eye has a unique function; these
functions include structure, protection, and
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Figure 1 Components of the human eye
(Britannica, 2009).

several vitreous fluids. Each of these
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performs a number of distinct functions. This structure is represented by figure 1.
The Cornea and the Sclera together form the outer shell of the eyeball. They are
essentially a semi-rigid shell whose shape is maintained by pressure within the fluids that
it contains (Silver & Geyer, 2000).
The bulk of the eyeball surface is the Sclera, but the Cornea is positioned in such
a way as to project out the front of a gap in the Sclera. The dimensions of the eyeball
vary with age, but most adults have eyes of fairly regular size. The cornea has a radius
of about 8mm while the Sclera has a radius of about 12mm in adults (Human Eye, 2009).
This creates a not truly spherical structure that has average diameter o f 24mm sagitally,
that is anterior to posterior, 23mm vertically, and 23.5mm horizontally. This leads to a
total eyeball volume of 6.5mL. The rate o f curvature o f the cornea-sclera structure vary
with location (Tripathi et al., 1997).
The Sclera, or the white of our eye, is the larger o f the two semi-spheres that
make up the eyeball. It covers five-sixths of the surface of the eyeball. It is made up of
an optically opaque collection of viscoelastic collagens o f irregular size and arrangement
in a high concentration of water. The material makeup of the Sclera gives it the strength
to maintain the intraocular pressure within the eye. This structure allows the eyeball to
maintain optimal visual function.
The Sclera serves as the pathway for blood and information into and out o f the
eye. It also serves as the connection point for the six muscles that allow the eye to pan. It
is visible through the Bulbar Conjunctiva and thus does not come into contact with the
tear film or air (Tripathi et al., 1997).
Lining the anterior of the Sclera is the Retina. The Retina is a thin, delicate layer
of stratified nervous tissue, which emanates from the brain. The Retina transforms light
into electrochemical impulses that the brain converts into an image, and permits sight.
The Corneal semisphere, is a smooth convex structure made up o f clear, optically
transparent tissue. This tissue is made up of several different layers o f viscoelastic
materials. While the main function of the Cornea is optical, it also has to maintain the
intraocular pressure found in the eye. Its optical performance, which accounts for 70% of
the refraction in the eye, is facilitated by both the structural arrangement of its cells and
the curviture of the structure. The avascular nature of the Cornea means that all of its
13

hydration and nutrition have to come through the tear film and the interior vitreous fluid
(Tripathi et al., 1997).
The outer most layer o f the Cornea is the Epithelial Layer. This layer is a total of
only 10 cell layers thick. There is a very high turnover rate amonst the cells in this layer,
with 14% of the cells in the outer most layer being lost every day. This means that the
entire layer is replaced weekly. This layer o f cells gets all o f its nutrients from the tear
film, since it is avascular. The tear film also serves to protect this layer from foreign
particles and removes any exfoliated cells and other debris (Tripathi et al., 1997).
The outermost cells of the Epithelial Layer are not smooth. They are covered
with two different types of structures located with various spacing around the eye. The
Microvilli are 100-200nm high and 200-3 OOnm wide tapered cones with rounded tips.
There are also ridge-like Microplicae of the same height, but a width o f about 400nm.
Both of these structures are covered with Glycocalyx, a fuzzy filamentous structure
(Nichols, Dawson & Togni, 1983). These are shown in Figure 2.
Underlying the Epithelial Layer is the
Corneal Stroma, which provides about 85% of
the thickness of the Cornea. Its anterior layer,
Bowman’s layer, is very strong, and protects
the Cornea from structural damage. The
structure and composition o f Bowman’s layer
also serves to prevent bacteria and other
foreign bodies from entering the eye. The
remainder o f the stroma is composed o f a
structure that behaves as a three-dimensional
Figure 2 A dose up look at the surface of the eye.
(Nichols et al., 1983)

diffraction grating with separation between
fibers o f around 200nm (Tripathi et al., 1997).

Sitting to the posterior side of the Cornea are the sections o f the eye that are
associated most directly for vision. The Anterior cavity is a vitreous fluid-filled volume.
Posterior to this is the Iris and the Lens. The Iris serves the function of regulating the
amount of vitreous fluid that passes between the Posterior and Anterior Cavities, and
controlling the amount of light that enters the Lens. The function o f controlling the
14

amount of light that enters the eye is performed by dilating and contracting the Pupil, the
central aperture of the Iris. Generally behind the Lens and its supporting structures is the
Vitreous Humor-filled Vitreous Cavity. The Vitreous Cavity makes up four-fifths o f the
volume of the eye, and is full of a gel-like transparent avascular substance called the
Vitreous Humor (Tripathi et al., 1997).
Forming a continuous surface with the Cornea, and covering the Sclera, is an
optically translucent structure known as the Conjunctiva. This mucus membrane covers
the front of the Sclera and wraps around to line the inside o f the eyelid.
The surface of the Conjunctiva is also covered with Microvilli and Microplicae of
similar shape as those on the Cornea; however they are larger and more abundant on the
Conjunctiva. The Conjunctival Microvilli can get up to 300nm tall (Nichols et al., 1983).
The Conjunctiva also serves as the source for the mucus layer o f the tear film, with its
seven main mucins (Tripathi et al., 1997; Watanabe et al., 1995).
All of the structures of the eyeball rest in the orbit. The exterior structure o f the
orbit is a series of six bones. Separating the eyeball from the outer bones is a layer of
fibro-fatty tissue. This bone and tissue structure prevents damage to the eye and provides
for stability and motion of the eyeball (Tripathi et al., 1997).

2.2 The Eyelids
The focus of this research is the interaction o f the eyeball, the eyelids and the tear
film as they work to keep the eyeball covered and wet. In order to understand the
dynamics involved we need to better understand the operations, structure and
composition of these two elements. Thus I am going to spend a little time looking at the
structure and behavior of the eyelids.
The eyelids are a thin layer of skin, with no subcutaneous fat, that is divided into
the Superior and Inferior Palpebral. All movements o f the eyelids are controlled by two
muscles, the Orbicularis, which wraps around the eye from cheek to forehead, and the
Lavetor which is positioned vertically between the eyelid and the eyebrow. Our upper
eyelid actually moves significantly when we close our eyes, up to 1cm. The lower lid
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only moves 0.2cm as a result of the action of the upper eyelid or the eyeball (Tripathi et
al., 1997).
The structure of the Palpebral gives it a level of rigidity, which makes the
structure able to function without being in significant tension. This structure is provided
by the Septum Orbitale. When our eyes are open, the Septum Orbitale slides up the eye
and rests above the Cunjunctival Sac. When our eyes are closes, the Cornea, and the rest
of the orbit opening is fully covered by the Septum (Tripathi et al., 1997).
During the time that we are awake our eyelids close at regular intervals, between
2 and 10 seconds, depending on the person. Blinking functions to move and refresh the
tear film and keep the Cornea moist (Human Eye, 2009). Additionally we have a blink
reflex, which functions to protect the eye by batting away foreign bodies from the eye,
and motivates particles in the tear film to be worked outward. The blink reflex, which
can be triggered by many different stimuli, occurs within 0.1 seconds o f the stimulus.
Blinking is not needed during the night as the eyes are closed, thus keeping particles
away and moisture inside (Tripathi et al., 1997).
When the eye is open the edges of the eyelid form an almond-shaped opening.
The points of the almond are named Canthi. The nasal Canthus is closest to the nose,
while the templar Canthus is near the side o f the face (Tripathi et al., 1997).
Inside the eyelids are a set of glands that produce different elements the tear film. The
Lacrimal glands, each of which is separated into two distinct portions, are located in the
eye socket and the back of the Superior Palbepral, on the temporal Canthus end of the
eye. This Lacrimal gland produces the saline mixture most commonly associated with
tears. This fluid is the sole moisture and nutrient source for most of the outer layers the
Cornea. It is distributed through a set of ducts in the posterior side of the eyelid. The
evaporation of this layer is reduced almost completely by the oily lipid layer generated by
the Meibomiam, or Tarsal Glands (Tripathi et al., 1997).
The eyelid margin also contains the tear drainage system for the eye. These are the
Puncta Openings. They are the upper elements of the drainage system that also contains
the canaliculi, Lacrimal Sac, and the nasolactrimal ducts, which finally open into the
inferior nasal meatus, inside the sinuses (Tripathi et al., 1997).
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2.3 Tear film composition and structure.
The tear film of the human eye is composed o f three layers. The thinnest and
outermost is the lipid layer. This layer covers the aqueous layer, and the mucus layer lies
between the eye surface and the aqueous layer, see figure 3 (Zhang, Matar & Craster,
2003). In addition to the three layers that are continuous and smooth during the blink
cycle, there is a volume of tears that accumulates at the edges o f the eyelids, and acts as a
reserve to the tear film. The volume o f this reserve is found in the Menisci. The volume
of fluid found in the Menisci was found to be linearly related to the total volume o f the
tear film (Yokoi, Bron & Tiffany, 2004).
The lipid layer, which consists o f non-polar lipids in a wide variety o f forms,
(Bron Tiffany, Guoveia, Yokoi & Voon, 2004) serves to limit evaporation. This layer is
continuous across the entire ocular surface. It is believed that these lipids mix with the
mucus layer and cause dry eye. Since this layer is contained exclusively between the
open eyelids, it is of only slight interest in our study.
The bulk of the tear
film is made up of what most
people think of when they
think of tears: the aqueous
layer (M ircheff, 1989). This
layer, which is enriched
saline, serves to moisten the

Figure 3 The structure of the tear film (Zhang et at., 2003)

eye and provide nutrients.
This layer is present both on the surface of the open eye and under the eyelid (Mishima,
Gasset, Klyce & Baum, 1966).
Mucus is a secreted fluid that is a sticky water-insoluble gel formed by noncovalent linkages. The changes over time o f the linkages within the gel generate the flow
properties of the gel. The mucus material clings to epithelial surfaces serving the primary
purposes of protection and lubrication (Allen, 1983; Gipson & Inatomi, 1998).
The roles of the mucus layer o f the eye are many. They serve in their own right
as a lubricant to allow easy movement o f the eyelid over the eye. It also serves to
stabilize the tear film and prevent dry eye. By acting as a hydrophilic structure which
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holds other proteins in place, the web created by the mucins act as an anti-microbial
protection for the eye. All of these roles are in addition to that o f maintaining the optical
performance of the eye (Argiieso & Gipson, 2001). The presence o f polymers causing a
higher viscosity has been shown to allow for a thicker layer of tears to form on the eye,
thus indicating that the variable viscosity o f the mucus layer helps to prevent total loss of
the aqueous layer during a blink cycle (Benedetto, Shah & Kaufman, 1975).
The process of a liquid spreading to cover the surface o f the eye is called wetting
(McDonald, 1969). The surface of the cornea has a critical surface tension o f 28dyne/cm,
which means that a fluid would have to have a surface tension o f less than this to wet the
surface. Water has a natural surface tension of about 70 dyne/cm. Thus, in order for an
aqueous layer to coat the eye its surface tension needs to be lowered. This can be done
by using mucins as a wetting agent. Thus, one of the main roles of the mucus layer is to
allow for the adhesion of the aqueous layer (Holly, 1973).
The methodology and results represented by Holly were brought into question by
Tiffany (1990a). The effects of the effort to remove the mucus to do Holly’s study are
brought into question and appear to invalidate Holly’s conclusion about the role o f mucus
in the tearfilm. Thus, Tiffany claims that the aqueous layer would adhere directly to the
cornea even without a mucus layer. He shows evidence o f this wetting ability using
different techniques in each of his 1990 papers (1990a, 1990b). The presence o f the
mucus layer within the tear film is confirmed, but its function as a facilitator of aqueous
wetting is challenged. However, due to water’s Newtonian behavior, it would adhere to
the surface of the cornea or conjunctiva with constant affinity, thus making it less
responsive to changing eyelid motion during the blink cycle.

2.4 Mucus layer chemical composition and behavior
The mucus layer of the tear film is a homogeneous layer composed o f mucin
molecules of various sizes and quantities. They all contain a central region composed of
tandem repeats of amino acids covered in an extensive number o f O-glycosylation
structures. There are 14 different known mucin genes found in the human body and the
majority of these occur in the eye, as well as other mucus-possessing regions of the body.
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Most of these genes produce a unique type of carbohydrate that, while varying in
individual particulars for reasons not fully understood, have sufficiently uniform behavior
to warrant being considered together. Ranging in molecular weight from 39 and 72 kDa
up to 40MDa, these carbohydrates are all large linear molecules (Argueso, 2001).
During their research in 1971, Iwata and Kabasawa found that there are three
major glycoproteins in the mucus layer o f the tear film in the eyes o f rabbits. The major
components that they studied were Is which is 68.2% protein and 6.9% carbohydrates, II,
68.1% protein and 9.6% carbohydrates, and III, 73.9% protein and 16.3% carbohydrates,
each of these being percents of dry weight. The molecular weights were determined to be
400,000 (Is), 50,000 (II), and 14,000 (III). Being that rabbits are mammals, the
conjecture is that there is sufficient similarity between the ocular fluids of rabbits and
humans, thus, Iwata and Kabasawa’s research can be used to accurately describe human
physiology.
In their 1981 article, Moore and Tiffany looked at three major components of
ocular mucus. They refer to these glycoproteins as GP1, GP2 and GP3M. They give
weights for these large macromolecules of 2 x 10 for GP1, over 1.3 x 10 for GP2, and 2
x 105 for GP3M. There we no units given for these measurements.
Holly and Hong (1982) found that approximately two-thirds o f the molecules in
the human tear film mucus layer were between 56,000 and 78,000 Dalton, with 7.5% of
the remaining molecules being in the range 150,000 to 400,000 Dalton. The rest o f the
mucus molecules were found to be lighter then 32,000 Dalton. They also found that the
presence of some of these molecules results in a reduced surface tension of the aqueous
layer of the tear film.
In an effort to further understand the composition o f the mucus layer o f the tear
film Chao, Vergnes, and Brown (1983) performed a study using human ocular mucus.
Using gel chromatographic fractionation with aN aC l Buffer they found four major
soluble glycoproteins, SI, S2, S3, and S4. SI was found to have 40.4% protein and
59.6% carbohydrates, S2 was 71.8% protein and 28.2% carbohydrates, S3 was 79.9%
protein and 20.1% carbohydrates and S4 was 88.2% protein and 11.8% carbohydrates.
Using Urea as a buffer they got two fractions M l which was found to be 43.5% protein
and 56.5% carbohydrates, and M2 which was 86.0% protein and 14.0% carbohydrates.
19

M 1 and S 1 were found to have a much higher molecular total weight, as well as to have
much more lipid attachment, than M2, M3, M4 and S2.
The mucin molecules that make up the mucus layer behave in a wide variety of
different ways. MUC1 is a membrane-spanning molecule, which has between 200 and
500 nm of its length residing in the uppermost cell layer of the eye, the other 2-5 pm o f its
length projects into the mucus layer. The mucins MUC2, 3, 5AC, 5B and 6 are secreted,
gel-forming mucins. These gel formers are all large and are thought to be the major
structural elements of the mucus layers found throughout the human body (Gipson &
Inatomi, 1998). In terms of the rheology of the mucus layer, the molecules associated
with MUC2, 5AC, 5B and 6, are the most important (Argiieso & Gipson, 2001).
These various reports of mucus composition indicate a lack o f uniformity of
description for the molecules that make up the mucus layer. It also shows the difficulty
inherent in studying such a small volume of liquids. The advancement of scientific
technology is also apparent in the progression o f these studies.
Lai, Wang, Wirtz and Hanes (2009) have documented the various shear-derived
behaviors that mucus exhibits in our body within our respiratory, reproductive and ocular
systems. During normal breathing, the rate of airflow over the mucus surface o f the
respiratory system is slow enough that mucus exhibits shear thickening behavior to avoid
falling into the lungs. When air is not moving, mucus has a rest viscosity, which is high
enough to resist the pull of gravity. However, during heavy breathing, and especially
during coughing or sneezing, the shear caused by the accelerated air movement is enough
to drop the viscosity enough to loosen the mucus from the walls of the respiratory tract,
and bring up any contaminated mucus. After a sneeze or cough, a healthy person, will
have their mucus return to normal viscosity. Disease and smoking are also shown to
lower the viscosity of this mucus layer in most people. These conclusions are
summarized in figure 4.
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Ocular mucus samples are found to
be significantly more dilute then mucus
collected from other parts of the body.
However, since the chemical and physical
structure of ocular mucus is similar as that
of the other mucins in the body, similar
behavior is expected in the eye, but they
might be slightly less pronounced (Lai et ah,
Figure 4 A viscosity versus shear rate graph for human
mucus (Lai et a!., 2009).

2009).

2.5 Tear film shape and thickness
The tear film covers the entire Corneal and Conjunctiva surface. This runs from
under the lower eyelid up to under the upper eyelid, and from the temple to the nasal side
of the eye. When viewed from bottom to top we encounter many sections. The lowest
section of the tear film is between the eye and the lower eyelid and is nearly flat, but not
entirely so, since neither surface is truly flat (Yokoi & Komuro, 2004). The lowest
exposed surface is the lower meniscus; this concave surface is surmounted by a thin line
where the meniscus and tear film lens meet. Above this is the tear film lens which covers
the Cornea between blinks. There is an upper line where the tear film lens and upper
meniscus meet, upper meniscus, and upper eyelid sac (Creech, Do, Fatt & Radke, 1998).
The lines that separate the meniscus and the tear film lens are really just thinning of the
film with distinctive and regular shape, due to the internal forces o f the fluid.
The meniscus serves as a ready supply of tears to be used in resurfacing the eye
with each blink. The size of the meniscus might be useful to indicate the health of the
tear film, with the potential that smaller menisci are more common in people with dry eye
disease. In their 2002 paper Doughty, Laiquzzaman, Oblak, and Button found that on
average adult lower tear meniscus heights were around 0.187mm. The height of the
meniscus was found to vary during the course of the day due to total tear film volume
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fluctuations. Within the first half hour o f the day the meniscus height is largest, 350pm.
This height decreases during the course o f day and the total tear film volume and
meniscus height drop off to a low of 231 pm right before bed (Shen et ah, 2008).
The human eyeball was believed to be covered by a trilayer tear film, composed
of a lipid layer, an aqueous layer, and a mucus layer. The actual thicknesses of these
layers have been researched for years. There is a high degree o f variation amongst the
posted results. There are a number of explanations for the differences that have been
obtained for the thickness of the various layers of the tear film. These justifications
include, different techniques used to determine the amount o f tears present (King-Smith
et al., 2004), the small sample sizes, and the reason for the research, all influence what is
being looked for.
The techniques used to find tear volume include absorption of the tear film,
reflections of light of different wavelengths, and photo analysis. A good summary of
these various trials and their wide-ranging results are shown in Lemp and W eiler’s 1983
article. In addition to the inherent difficulties of the various tests, there is also a question
of exactly what the tests are measuring, since the surface of the eye is not smooth.
A result of a 10.4pm total tear film thickness was presented by Creech, et al.
(1998). Wong, Fatt, and Radke (1996) assume a total thickness o f 10 pm, broken down
to 0.1 pm for the lipid layer, 7 to 11 pm for the aqueous layer, and the mucus layer o f 1
pm. King-Smith et al. (2004) lists precorneal tear film values ranging from 3.3 pm up to
46 pm, and lipid layer thicknesses of 40 to 87nm. Maurice (1973) indicated that the total
volume of the tear film is 7mm3 giving a thickness o f approximately 6pm. In their 1985
paper, Nichols, Chaippino and Dawson determined the mucus layer thickness to vary
with location on the eye and range from 0.4 to 7pm of a total tear film thickness o f 7pm.
The ranges of values found indicate both the variability of the surface o f the eye and the
different needs of various locations of the eye.
The total volume of the aqueous layer o f the tear film is still up for discussion and
research. In their research Palakuru, Wang and Aquavella (2008) propose a visible tear
film volume of 3pL found mostly in the tear film, and lower meniscus. They also found
that the volume of tears in an unstimulated eye is fairly constant. The behavior of the tear
film was however found to depend on the blink cycle. A subject allowed to blink at a
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regular rate was found to have uniform tear thickness repeated with each blink. If
blinking is delayed, reflex tearing is found to occur and tear fdm volume increases
(Palakuru, Wang & Aquavella, 2007).
The Aqueous layer has a saline concentration of 0.94 to 0.96 percent saline, in its
6.2pL volume found in the fissure, at the lid margin and under the eyelid structure. This
tear fluid is found to drain and be replaced at a rate o f 1.2pL / min (Mishima et al., 1966).
This data was closely correlated by Sorensen and Jensen (1979) with a basal turnover rate
of 0.6pL / min and an initial turnover rate o f 1.4pL / min based on a total tear film
volume of 7pL. It was also found that the position of the head does not significantly
affect the turnover or tear drainage rate.
Most of the original methods of determining the health and size of the tear film
were invasive. These invasive methods would cause irritation and stimulated tearing.
These methods were also only good for average values of a collected sample. As
technology improved, additional techniques were developed that would be non-invasive
and rapid, thus allowing for accurate and potentially diagnostic scanning for dry eye
diseases. These techniques include interference pattern analysis (McDonald, 1969)
video-meniscometery, lipid layer Meibometry, and lipid reservoir Meibometry (Yokoi &
Komuro, 2004).
Doing measurements using the reflective and interference properties o f light on
the tear film, Danjo, Nakamura and Hamano (1994) found that the total thickness o f the
human precorneal tear film was 10.3pm and 12pm in two different subjects. Their results
also confirm the claim that the tear film is composed o f three distinct layers. Accounting
for the fact that the refractive index of the corneal epithelium is 1.416, that of the tear is
1.337, and for the total cornea it is 1.3763, they were able to confirm that they were
seeing light reflect off the front surface o f the epithelium. They were further able to
conclude that the oil layer is less than 113nm thick. The composition o f the aqueous and
mucus layers creates optical conditions that are too similar to tell them apart in this type
of study.
A previous optical experiment performed by Prydal, Artal, Woon, Campbell
(1992) resulted in a total tear film thickness o f about 40pm. This thickness includes up to
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11 pm of mucus. During their research they found that the mucus layer can be
reestablished in less than 40 minutes after complete removal.
The human eye is usually covered by a tear film of standard thickness. This
thickness is sufficient to maintain optical clarity, eyeball hydration and nutrient supply, as
well as normal debris removal. During other times there is a momentary increase in the
rate of tear flow due to some unusual stimuli. The production o f the regular and
supplemental tear volume is located in different parts o f the eye system, and controlled
by different nerves. This implies that the eye is designed to behave in a normal manner,
with emergency backup available (Mircheff, 1989).
While it is suggested that there is a small change in the relative concentration of
certain proteins between stimulated and unstimulated tears, the total concentration of
those proteins is reduced in the larger volume o f stimulated tears, as compared to
unstimulated tears. These small differences were not found to produce significantly
different viscosities or surface tensions for the two types o f samples. The viscosity o f the
tear film was shown to have a shear-dependent viscosity and surface tension, generally
shear thinning. These results however refer to whole tears in the pre-comeal region, and
not to mucus-dominated tears (Pandit, Nagyova, Bron & Tiffany, 1999).
The behavior o f the tear film is influenced by the health of the eye and any
medical procedure done to the eye. The insertion of plugs in the tear drainage system is
one method used to decrease dry eye symptoms by increasing tear volume. Other
procedures, such as Laser in Situ Keratomileusis (Lasik), also cause a decrease in tear
film stability. The severity of the change is most significant during the first month, but
the eye seems to reestablish a normal tear film break time by the 16th month after surgery
(Goto et al., 2004; Kalyvianaki et al., 2006).
The aqueous layer loses water to the air at a rate that depends on the relative
humidity of the environment. 25-35% relative humidity results in an evaporation rate of
0.058pL/cm /min and that of a relative humidity o f 35-45% has an evaporation rate of
0.043 pL/cm /min (McCulley, Aronowicz, Uchiyama, Shine, Butovich, 2006). These
evaporation rates are low enough to not affect most people’s eyes.
More modern research has shown that the distinct three-layer model of the eye is
not the best model. The lipid layer is still assumed to separate the tear film from the air,
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but the aqueous and mucus layer can now be

Type o f motion
M axim um Saccadic
A cceleration

considered to be more of a continuum o f different

Rate
Angular
3 0 ,000 deg/s2
Linear
6.28m /s2

concentrations of mucins. The lowest

M axim um Saccadic
V elocity

to the lipid layer. As one moves closer to the
Fixation tremor
velocity

concentration of mucins, and a thicker gel (Lemp,
2008).
Fixation drift velocity

2.6 Eyeball Dynamics
The human eye is constantly moving. This

Fixation microsaccade
velocity

movement is the result of four different types of
movements; saccades, reflex stabilizing, pursuit
M axim um Pursuit
velocity

and vergence.
Each of these types of motion serves a
different role in information gathering for humans.

M axim um vergence
velocity

The most dramatic motion is saccades, a rapid
motion that repositions the direction of observation
of the eye. After the eye chooses something to

40 0 -6 0 0 deg/s
Linear

concentration of mucus proteins is found adjacent

surface of the eye, one finds an increasing

Angular

Table 1M0

0 .0 8 4 - 0 .1 2 6 m /s
Shear rate
8 4 0 0 0 - 126000/s
Angular
30arc m in/sec
0.5 deg/s
Linear
1.05 x 10 "3 m/s
Shear rate
105/s
Angular
3 deg/s
Linear
6.3 x 10 ‘3 m/s
Shear rate
630/s
Angular
1 - 2 0 deg / s
Linear
2.1 - 42 x 10 '3 m /s
Shear rate
210 - 4 2 00/s
Angular
100 deg/s
Linear
0.021m /s
Shear rate
2 1 00/s
Angular
80 deg /s
Linear
0.0168m /s
Shear rate
1680/s

JBecker’1989;

look at, or more properly the mind chooses something to point the eye at, it goes into
fixation. During fixation the reflex stabilization comes into effect and information is
observed. Pursuit and vergence motions occur when our eyes are following a moving
object over a period of time (Photoreception, 2010).

Saccades motion can occur at some very high speeds. An angular acceleration of
2

30,000 deg/s is found, with slower rates o f deceleration. This corresponds to a linear
acceleration of 6.28m/s , using an eyeball radius of 0.012m. This high acceleration can
lead to a high velocity of 400-600 deg/s, with a corresponding tangential velocity of
0.084 - 0.126 m/s (Becker, 1989). These motions vary significantly in time scale and
amount of motion from 20ms movements of a few minutes o f arc, called microsaccades,
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through 300ms long movements that cover up to 100 degrees o f movement
(Photoreception, 2010).
Fixation is when the eye gathers its information. During this 190ms, on average,
period of time, the muscles that move the eye are directed through the vestibulo-ocular
and optokinetic reflexes to compensate for the motion of the head and body. These
motions rotate and pan the eyeball to keep the object of focus in the center o f the retina
(Photoreception, 2010). The motions occurring during the fixation period fall into three
defined types: tremor, drift, and microsaccade. The tremor and drift are thought to be
related to noise in neural signals to the eyes as the two eyes move separately, while
microsaccades are part of pursuit motion (Ciuffreda, 1995). See table 1 for velocities
associated with these motions.
Pursuit of a moving object with only eye movement is almost unique to humans.
The rates of motion are kept below about 20deg/s, 0.0042m/s, on average. During
pursuit, the eyes are automatically moved to maintain the object of attention in the
desired viewing position. This is often achieved through a gradual rotation, but
sometimes saccades have to be inserted to catch up to the target (Photoreception, 2010).
Vergence movements cause the two eyeballs to move independently to follow an
object that is moving toward or away from an observer. Motion o f this type is caused by
the nature of our three-dimensional vision. Three-dimensional vision requires the object
to be seen simultaneously by two eyes, with some separation. Thus, the line o f sight
from the center of the retina to the object differs for each eye, causing the two eyes to
need to pan separately to maintain contact. This motion is usually fairly slow
(Photoreception, 2010).
The human eye therefore spends most o f its time in relatively slow motion, with
occasional rapid movements. In fact, fixation can be considered as the baseline condition
for studies that deal with motions of the eye (Haller, Fasler, Ohlendorf, Radue &
Greenlee, 2008). Thus, it makes sense to study eye motions at the low end o f the eye’s
relative velocity profile.
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2.7 Eyelid Dynamics
The way that the eyelids move is of paramount importance to the way that the tear
film behaves and functions. The health of the tear film and eye is preserved in part by a
proper blink cycle (de Paiva & Pflugfelder, 2004). There are several types of motion
found in the eyelid, voluntary, regular and responsive. Voluntary blinking is generally
complete and elected. Regular blinking occurs periodically and is timed to prevent dry
eye in most people. Responsive blinking occurs as a result o f some stimulus entering the
eye.
Since tear film has been shown to be unstable, with the lipid layer seeping down
to produce dry spots, its maintenance is crucial (Jones, Fulford, Please, McElwain, &
Collins, 2008). This maintenance is provided by the
movement of the eyelid. This means that the human

D isplacem ent
C losing Tim e
A verage C losing V elocity

eye will spontaneously blink every 5 to 10 seconds
which prevents the dry eye development that takes

Peak C losing V elocity

an average of 15 to 40 seconds to occur (Lemp,
1973; Zhang, 2003). Thus, in healthy human eyes,

O pening time
A verage O pening V elocity

the movement of the eyelid refreshes and
reestablishes the tear film before tear film

Peak O pening V elocity

breakdown occurs (Jones et al., 2008).
Knowing the nature, timing and rates

8.0m m
125m s
Linear
0.074m /s
Shear rate
7400/s
Linear
0.154m /s
Shear rate
15400/s
205m s
Linear
0.0388m /s
Shear rate
3 8 80/s
Linear
0.0818m /s
Shear rate
8180/s

Table 2 Motion of the eyelid. (Choi et al., 2003)

involved in the blink cycle can help create an experiment that can be correlated to the
actual eye. The data that I will be presently discussing gives the picture o f the eyelids’
motion as a highly complex action, which will have to be greatly simplified in order for a
model to be attempted.
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Using the work of Choi, Park, Sung and Kim
(2003) as a potential baseline we have the following
tabulated data, Table 2. This shows that the upper
eyelid moves in a predictable but non-symmetric
manner (Choi et ah, 2003). Their analysis was based
on measurements referencing the centerline of the eye,
where there is the largest separation and the greatest
movement. Additional data for the movement of the
eyelids is given by Doane (1980). This data suggests
that the upper eyelid accelerates downward rapidly; it
then gradually slows down before it comes to rest. As
the upper eyelid moves upward, there is a similar high
acceleration as the edge of the eyelid passes over the
center of the cornea, before slowing down as it returns
to its fully open position. Also in this study, the motion
of the lower eyelid was analyzed and it was noted that
it moves nasally, as the upper eyelid moves down, and
then temporally as the eyelids open. Though the upper
eyelid moves 8mm during a blink the lower eyelid
moves only between 2 and 5 mm. The globe, or
eyeball, of the eye is also moved during the blink cycle,
moving posteriorly between 0.7 and 1.6mm by the time
the upper eyelid reaches its lowest position. Figure 5

Figure 5 Dynamics of the eyelid
(Doane 1980)

shows the graphs Doane (1980) generated to show the
movement of the eyelids. Being able to visualize this
motion helps to get a clearer picture o f what happens to the eyelid and tear film.
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2,8 Eyelid dynamics and tear film disposition.
The way that the tear film and the eyelids interact has a significant effect on the
tear film. This effect can be examined in regards to the shape o f the tear film, the ability
of the blink to remove debris from the tear film and eye surface, and general eye nutrition
and health.
There are two extreme models o f how
the eyelid passes over the eyeball and the tear
film. These are referred to as the “fluid-film”,
figure 7, and “boundary” lubrication models,
Figure 6, (King-Smith et al., 2004). During the
“fluid-film” model the eyelid is separated from
the cornea by a layer of tear-film at all times.
In the extreme case of this model, the entire
tear film is between the eyelid and the cornea.
The “boundary” model has the cornea being

L

Figure 6 The boundary lubrication model
(Wong, 1996)

swept dry by the eyelid. The actual situation
has part of the tear-film scraped up as the eyelid moves across it, and then re-deposited.
In their 1996 article, Wong, Fatt, and Radke,
propose a boundary model of how the tear film is
deposited on the eye. This model tries to balance the
viscous and capillary forces to determine the tear film
thickness. Their model takes into consideration
differences in the speed at which the eyelid is traveling
in calculating the thickness o f the tear film at a given
point. The fluid in their modeled film is treated as a single homogeneous Newtonian
fluid. A second part of their model includes the lipid layer moving over the aqueous
layer that they studied. They did not differentiate the aqueous and mucus layers.
The fluid-film model makes a better fit to reality. This is due to the presence of a
continuous film of mucus and aqueous solution in the Conjunctival sac when the eye is
open, and the fact that the eyes do not dry out during sleep. During the blink cycle there
is always a small volume of fluid, which makes up the Menisci. These volumes are
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separated when the eye is open, but are squeezed together when the eye is closed (Creech
et al., 1998). This indicates that some, but not all of the tear film is retained behind the
eyelid, in a film.

2,9 Movement of and within the tear film
Evidence of the effectiveness of tear film fluid mixing is provided by Doane
(1980). He showed that pigment inserted into the eye is collected into the lower meniscus
and is then ready for removal from the eye within several blinks. Since this is the main
reserve of tears that are spread over the eye, Lemp (1973) has affirmed that several blinks
are enough to properly mix a fluorescein sample. This shows internal movement within
the tear film fluid.
There are several different views o f how the tear film is removed in the blinking
process. One such model, thought of as active drainage, is due to activity o f the muscles
in the drainage system. The passive mechanism is due to pressures in the system or
gravity (Lemp & Weiler, 1983). Regardless of the exact procedure, it was found that if a
person blinks more rapidly, they are capable o f removing a larger volume of tear fluid in
a given time frame, than if they blink more slowly (Sahlin, Laurell, Chen & Philipson,
1998). The human blink cycle is tuned to blink at the rate required to properly drain the
eye.
The volume of tear fluid does not change significantly during the eye open inter
blink period, indicating little evaporation and no drainage. Through experimental
observation it has been found that the marginal tear strip that is directly associated with
the edge of the eyelid generally moves toward the nose (Maurice 1973). This allows for
the tear film to be drained through the Puncta openings.

2.10 Slider Bearings
The slider bearing can be viewed as two plates positioned in close proximity, with
at least one plate moving. In between these two plates there is a lubricant. The nature of
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this lubricant varies with the exact need of the slider bearing, but is often a liquid o f some
complexity.
Slider bearing-type structures are found in many areas o f the body, including all
of our joints. Perhaps more surprisingly, the same mucus-type fluids found in the eye
serve as lubricants between our internal organs and within our reproductive systems (Lai
et al., 2009).
Similar studies to mine include, the use of the kinetic theory o f gas to derive a
model of motion and pressure behavior found between two plates with limited separation.
The results generated by this approach match most of the other approaches to model the
same parameters in high-order non-Newtonian fluid thin films used as lubricants to slider
bearings (Yuriisoy, 2003). This study however does not have any relation to the eye
system using liquid.
A subsequent study by Yiirusoy and Bayrakceken (2005) used numerical methods
to study power-law fluids. They found that the more viscous and elastic the fluid
became, the larger the internal pressures and load-carrying capacities of the fluid were.
They also found that the more parallel the plates are, the less pressure is generated
between the plates.
There are various geometries to be considered when dealing with fluids within
solids.

One such geometry is that of a long circular cylinder shaken lengthwise with

sinusoidal motion. The results were found to be that the oscillations are in pace but out
of phase with the driving force (Naidu, 1979).
In a report looking at the startup of motion, several interesting behaviors were
discovered. When a ball is placed in contact with a smooth elastohydrodyamic film, and
motion begins, the motion has to be of a certain rate in order for the fluid to entrain. Also
once entraining happens, the thickness of the film varies for a brief time before
stabilizing. Once a steady state speed has been achieved, the behavior of the fluid was as
predicted by steady state studies (Glovnea & Spikes, 2001). The complications pointed
out by this work, are not of much concern in this paper, due to the fact that I am assuming
long term steady state motion, with fluid adhesion to both plates.
The assumption of no inertia effects on a fluid which underpins most theoretical
fluid dynamics and slider bearing computation may not be reasonable. Chen and Hahn
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(1998) used existing models and software to determine whether this assumption could be
proved wrong. Their results found that neglecting inertia has little (4% or less) effect on
the results. This confirms that for most applications, including this one, it is reasonable
to neglect the inertia of the fluid.
Since there are two distinct types o f fluids between the eyelid and the eyeball, it is
important to know what other studies have been preformed to look at the behavior o f that
situation. When two fluids are present between nearly parallel plates, there is no mixing
of the two distinct fluids, in this case the water and oil to not get emulsified. The
pressures in the system also show no significant change from having a single fluid of the
same total thickness (Nabhan, Ibrahim, Whomes & Anabtawi, 1998).
There are many lubricants that can be treated as homogeneous fluids, due to either
being homogeneous, or having particles of sufficiently similar size and properties to
make them non-distinguishable in bulk. These fluids have served for years as the
primary lubricant supply. Current synthetic lubricants have larger molecules added that
enhance the properties of the lubricants. Mucus is similar to these modem lubricants in
that it has an aqueous base with large numbers of large molecules. These additives tend
to increase the load carrying capacity of the fluid, and decrease the dynamic damping
coefficients, as compared to the base liquid without large molecule additives
(Naduvinamani & Marali, 2007).
Most models of slider bearings assume surface irregularities, if present, are much
smaller than the lubrication film thickness, and therefore can be neglected. This
assumption needs to be considered more closely in cases where the film layer is very thin,
or the manufacturing process is on normal standards. The effect o f surface roughness
causes a noticeable change, 5%, in the load carrying capacity of the fluid (Naduvinamani
& Siddangouda, 2007). This change, though being noticeable, is not necessarily
significant to my findings due to the complete set o f assumptions and my goals.

2.11 Lubrication theory
In my study, lubrication theory is applied to the mucus layer between a pair of
parallel walls. One of these walls is moving parallel to the whole stmcture. The
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separation distance between the two walls is much smaller than the length o f the walls.
This will model the blink and the way that foreign particles are removed.
In their 2003 study, Zhang et. al, examined the behavior of an aqueous and mucus
bilayer with the intention of being able to improve predictions of dry eye disease onset.
Their assumptions were similar to those used previously and that dry eye is driven by van
der Waals forces. Their models treat ocular mucus as a purely shear thinning nonNewtonian fluid. The values assumed in this paper are listed in table 3 below. This
model looks at the precorneal surface without reference to a blink (Zhang et al., 2003).
Much of this work used information from Tiffany’s 1991 paper, which studied mucus
under shear rates above 2s'1, for which a synthetic solution designed to approximate
mucus gave a shear-thickening behavior. This means that very low shear rates, such as
those associated with most eye movements are not modeled. Additional information for
Zhang’s paper was derived from Pandit et al. (1999), which studied complete tears
without attempting to isolate the mucus layer, thus giving questionable results in mucusdominated regions.

A queous V iscosity

O.Olg/cms

C onsistency index

0 .1 -0.01g/cm s

M ucus Power Law Exponent

0 .6 - 1

A queous layer thickness

4 - 8 pm

M ucus layer thickness
M ucus density

0 .0 2 - 0 ,0 5 pm
1 g/cm 3

A queous density

1 g/cm 3

Table 3 Lubrication properties of the tear film (Zhang et al., 2003)

In their 1989 paper, Park and Kwon discuss various models for pressure-driven
fluids between angled walls. They found that a single ordinary differential equation can
be used as a useful model to verify other simplified results. The model used in this paper
uses a similar ordinary differential equation to describe the motion of the fluid.
When parallel walls are moved in such a way as to approach each other they will
naturally want to collide. It is therefore important to understand under what conditions a
fluid layer can prevent this collision. Using second order fluids as lubricants o f various
properties Bujurke, Bhavi, and Hiremath were able to determine the pressure profiles,
load carrying capacity and thickness profile o f fluids with different properties, in their
1989 paper.
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2,12 Newtonian and Non-Newtonian Fluids.
Most common liquids have a set o f properties that only depend on their
temperature. These Newtonian fluids have the same viscosity regardless o f how they
move and how objects around them move. There are other liquids, non-Newtonian
fluids, that have properties that vary with stress and pressure. Examples o f this type of
fluid include various polymers, ketchup, adhesives, and mucus. One o f the unique
aspects of these fluids is that their previous arrangement directly influences future
behavior (Vaidya, 2006).
Non-Newtonian liquids contain internal chemical structures that cause them to
change viscosity with applied stresses, called shear thickening and shear thinning. Thus,
any study of them needs to consider the effects in each of the three directions o f forces
exerted from each of those three dimensions, the stress tensor takes care of this. There
are a standard set of equations that form the basis of most o f the current study o f these
fluids, credited to Navier and Stokes (Massoudi, 2008).
One behavior that significantly differs between Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluids is what happens when a rod is rotated in the fluid. In a Newtonian fluid, a rotating
rod causes the surface of the liquid to drop at the edge o f the rod. With a non-Newtonian
fluid, the liquid tends to climb the rod. The amount o f climb depends on several
properties of the liquid.
The question of what models should be used to describe a fluid and the
relationship between the velocities, viscosity and stresses is a complicated one to resolve.
This is due to the need to balance accuracy o f model with the ability to perform the
computation. Thus Navier-Stokes equations are often a popular choice, and one that I
made. This model does an excellent job in describing a linear relationship between the
stress tensor and the velocity gradient. This is fine for Newtonian fluids, but how about
non-Newtonian? In their 2009 paper B. Guo and C. Guo found that non-Newtonian
fluids can be well described by Navier-Stokes equations.
The choice of method used to non-dimensionalize a set of parameters can have
significant impact on the ability of a researcher to correlate observational data with that
of the model. Unfortunately, most non-Newtonian models tend to use the same non-
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dimensionalization procedures as for a Newton fluid in that model. There are several
other approaches to non-dimensionalization of a non-Newtonian fluid, based on
geometric, rheological, and fluid properties. This gives less coupled associations
compared to traditional dimensionless descriptions. Thus flow-rate dependent parameters
are only present in the boundary conditions, which lead to easier comparison of
theoretical and experimental data (Mendes, 2007).

2.13 Summary
The human eye system is shown to be highly complex and highly dependent on
the proper placement and constitution of the tear film for its health, safety and optical
clarity. Thus, the behavior and interactions o f the eyeball, eyelids and tear film layers
becomes critical. Though the composition and thickness of the mucus and aqueous layers
are not yet clearly defined, what is understood and agreed to is, that the mucus layer is
non-Newtonian in nature due to the presence o f large carbohydrates in an aqueous base,
found in a consistent thickness layer over the front hemisphere o f the eyeball. This layer
is found both covering the exposed sections o f the open eye and under the eyelid. The
eyelid being in effect a rigid surface parallel to the surface o f the eye acts as a slider
bearing, and causes the tear film to be maintained in proper distribution and shape, as
well as maintaining the cleanliness of the tear film. The structure o f the eyelid - tear film
- and eye means that any motion of the eyeball or eyelid causes effects on the tear fdm.
This background information leads me to believe that the situation that I am
studying has not been modeled and published. It further confirms that the geometries that
I intend to use are consistent with real life. Finally, the nature of the motions associated
with the eye is such that these motions can be modeled with sufficient accuracy, with the
methods that I intend to use.
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3„ Methodology
The planned approach to this project is to use an interrelated series of
mathematical models, run through Mathematica to model the action of a particle in the
eye. This work is a deeper study of an another work by Huang, Li, Meng, and Wen
(2002), expanded to include shear-thickening factors. I then adjust this model’s behavior
to obtain a range of scenarios. I found out how a particle that gets caught in the mucus
layer of the tear film gets removed from the eye.
There is a good understanding of the nature of the movement o f the Newtonian
aqueous part of the tear film, but not all the sources o f that motion. The three layers of the
tear fluid are all generated by glands in the eyelids. The blinking process mixes and
spreads the tears to create a hydrating optical surface. The fluid moves toward the nose as
a result of the blinking process in order to remove excess and tears and debris.
Bulk tear movement is fairly efficient, and has been thoroughly researched. The
focus here can therefore be on the movement of particles within the mucus layer. In
order to get this model started, a series o f approximations and assumptions needed to be
made.
•

The dimensions of the eye are such that the distance between the eyelid

and the eye surface are small enough in comparison to the overall dimensions of
the eye to allow for the use of a planar model.
•

The surface of the eye, though covered with irregularities, can be treated

as flat, since this assumption will not significantly affect any of our results. More
complex future developments can potentially add these back in.
•

Though mucus is a highly complex, heterogeneous mixture, is was

modeled as a homogeneous, second-order non-Newtonian fluid.
•

The movement of the eyelid follows a very complicated set of

accelerations, to generate its velocity curve. Here it is treated as having constant
velocity. Adding simple harmonic motion might be a next step.
•

Though most the area of the eye that is susceptible to collecting foreign

particles is impacted by the edge o f the eyelid, this study is focusing on a section
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of the eyelid that is offset from the edge. The surface of the eye is almost
constantly discarding old cells, thus, there is waste material under all parts o f the
eyelids. This allows for a study o f a much larger surface area with simplified
geometry.
•

During the blink process, the eyeball gets pushed back in the socket, thus

possibly changing the distance between the eyelid and the eye surface. I have
assumed that the distance will be uniform.
•

I have coupled the forces between the foreign body and the mucus layer in

the eye in such a way that makes the behavior o f the fluid independent o f the
presence of a particle.
•

la m going to assume that all of the motions of the solids bounding our

fluid, in our region of study, will be tangential to the surface of the eye, and thus
parallel to the eyelid.
•

A further approximation is that the aqueous surface between the eyelid

and the mucus layer transfers the motion of the overlying eyelid with insignificant
adjustments. This allows us to initially treat the eyeball, the eyelid and the mucus
layer as the only significant components.
•

I have independently normalizing the distances involved in my model, in

order to present consistent images.
•

Due to symmetry and the thin film, treating the upper and lower surfaces

as the eyelid and eyeball respectively, or the other way around, is inconsequential,
so for convenience, I will move the lower plate, while holding the upper plate
stationary.
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4» The Model and Calculations
During the blink cycle, the eyelid is assumed to move nearly parallel to the
eyeball, and is separated from the eyeball by the tear film. The other movements o f the
eyeball are a virtual mirror image of the motion o f the blink, in that one surface is moving
parallel to the other. These motions introduce into the tear film a number of shear
stresses due to the relative motion at the two boundaries. These shear stresses get
transferred into the fluid, causing internal force distributions and fluid mixing.
The eye is being modeled by a slider bearing composed of two plates separated by
a fluid. The relative motion of the plates causes movement within the fluid. These
motions will be shown to vary with position in the system. The nature of the fluid, and
the motion of the fluid, will lead to a foreign particle, placed into the fluid, being moved
by the system. The nature of these forces and movements are what is being modeled in
this paper.

4*1 The model and calculations of the fluid
In order to model the mucus layer of the tear film, I started with a model of two
closely-spaced angled plates with a thin layer of fluid between them, a slider bearing. In
this model, the lower plate is moving and the upper plate is held stationary. Since only
one surface of the eye, either the eyelid or the eyeball is considered to be moving at a
time, with respective assignments, this model appropriately represents the eye. The
mucus layer itself is non-Newtonian, and will be represented by a power law equation.
This means that as forces are applied to it, the fluid’s viscosity changes, resulting in shear
thinning or shear thickening depending on the rates of motion.
A slider bearing is a three dimensional model,
with x being the assumed direction o f movement, y
being a measurement above the lower plate, and z being
mutually perpendicular to x and y, and being parallel to
Figure 8 A visualization of the
mathematical model of the eye.

the lower plate. The motion in the z direction can be
neglected in this study, since the assumption is o f linear
motion. See Figure 8, for a visualization.
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The situation that is modeled has a constant velocity lower plate, U, with a fixed
second plate mounted at an angle, a. The equation h(x) = hi + ax, with h(0) = hi and h(L)
= I12 , describes the relationship between the distance between the two plates at the
horizontal position being studied. This linear relationship for the distance between the
plates is chosen ad hoc to fit the model o f the eye that is being used.
The definitions of the components of the velocity of the fluid in the current frame
are:
dz = 0n
w = —
dt

(i)

Thus, the velocity in the x direction, represented by u, is parallel to the direction of
motion of the lower plate. The velocity in the y direction, v, is perpendicular to the plane
of the plates. The velocity in the third, z, direction is considered to be zero. These
velocities are time independent due to the fact that the moving lower plate is considered
to have a constant velocity, U.
A non-Newtonian fluid has visco-elastic properties that vary with position, and
the magnitude and orientation of stresses on the fluid. These can be developed and
described using a stress tensor, T. Using the below partial differential equation it is
possible to solve for that tensor (Vaidya, unpublished).
R e ( d tu -I- u • V (u)) = V • T + /

(2)

Where Re is the Reynolds number, which is a characteristic value for the flow in the
fluid, T is a stress tensor, and f is some external force acting on the system. dtu
describes the time derivative of our velocity vector, which due to time independence can
be set to zero.
This model relies on the continuity condition:
V • u = 0.

(3)

dxu + dy v = 0

The Del operator refers to the vector operator, the gradient V(*) = [dx

dy].

This takes the partial directional derivative o f each component of the velocity vector:
u = [u

v]. After we evaluate this equation we get a set o f governing equations that can

be used to determine and model the flow o f the fluid in our system.
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Evaluating V(u), we have the gradient of u :
dxu
dy u

V(u) =

dx v-

(4)

dyV_

Multiplying this by u gives
u • V(w) = [u

dxu
dy u

v]

(5)

ud Yu + vdyU

dxv
dy v_

udx v + vdyV,

We need to find an accurate way to describe the stress tensor T. This is given by:
j _ rTxx

Txyl

Jx y

(6)

^yy

where txx shows the relationship between the horizontal deformation in the fluid and its
horizontal movement. xxy and Xyx relate the horizontal motion and vertical deformation,
and horizontal deformation and vertical motion, and are symmetric. xyy gives the relation
of vertical deformation and vertical motion. These allow for analysis of the pressures in
the fluid generated by different motions and shears.
Taking the divergence of T, V • T = trVT, we arrive at:
V • T = [3X

9 y ]

\ T X X

^ x y ~

^X^XX " f d y T y X

L^xy

T y y _

d tl y y
ud x tLx y +' uy

(7)

In an ideal fluid, that has zero viscosity, the stress tensor, where p is the internal pressure,
can be stated as:
T,

—p
.o

0 '
—p.

( 8)

This tensor remains a part of all fluid descriptions, but as there is more to a fluids
behavior. Thus, we have the following shear rate tensor, which is found by first adding
the gradient of the velocity tensor to its transpose, when reduced down to only x and y
directions:
A ± = v (u ) + V (u)T =

dxu
dy u

dxv
dy v.

dxu
dxv
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dyU'
dyV.

' 2 dxu
_dx v + dy u

dx v + dy w
2dy v

(9)

Then, multiplying this tensor by a coefficient that depends on the definition and
magnitude of the non-constant viscosity gives
^Shear

?7(}>)

^Ck)-^!

'

2 dxu

dxv + dy u

<dxv + dy u

2dy v

( 10)

The power law coefficient is given by:
rj(y) =

( 11)

r]0 \ l + K y \ q

y = (2dxii)2+ (2dyi;)2 + 2{dxv + dy u)

There are at least two normal stress terms found in this model.
The first of these is found by multiplying aj by the following:
2dxu
dxv + dyu

dxv + dyu
2dyv

4(dxii)2 + (dxv + dyii)

2dxu
dxv + dyu
2

dxv + dyu
2dyv

( 12)

2dxu(dxv + dyu) + 2dyv(dxv + dyu)

2dxu(dxv + dyu) + 2dyv(dxv + dyu)

4(dyv)2 + (dxv + dyii)2

The second of these is found by multiplying the following, with the partial derivative
with respect to time being disregarded, by CL2 :
A2 = u • V(Ai) + A, V(u) + V(u ) tA1
2udx2u + 2vdydxu

+

4 dx2u

+

2dxvdyu

2udx2v + 2udxdyu + 2vdydxv + 2vdy2u

+

+

2(dxv)2

2udx2v

4 dxudyu + 4dxvdy v

+

2udxdyu

+

2vdydxv

(13)
+

2vdy2u + Adxudyu + 4dxvdyv

2udxdyv + 2vdy2v + 4(dxv)2+ 2dy2u

+

2dxvdyu

The stress tensor for a second order fluid is represented by:
T = 7 / + Tshear + otjAi2 + a 2A 2
& ~

(14)

TShear + a i A ^ + a 2A 2

Thus, the components of the shear tensor become:
r xx = —2r]0(dxu) | l +

k

(4 (d xu ) 2 + 4 (a yi?)2 + 2{dxv + dyii)2)

+ a 1 [4(dxii)2 + (dxv + dy u ) 2
+ a 2[2udx 2u + 2vdx dy u + 4 dx 2u + 2 dx vdy u + 2(dxi;)2]
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(15a)

ryy = - 2 r ]0(dy v ) | l +

k

(15b)

( 4 (dxu ) 2 + 4(dyi;)2 + 2{dxv + dyu ) 2)

+ a ± |4 (d yt;)2 + ( dx v + dyu ) 2j
+ a 2 ^2vdy 2v + 2udx dy v + 4(dyi;)2 + 2(dyii) 2 + 2dy udxv^
T-xy

^yx

(15c)

^T/Q ^dyll

+ dxv ) 1 + K: ^4 (dxu ) 2 + 4(dyy ) 2 + 2[dx v + dyii) 2)
+ a 2[2udxdy u + 2 udx 2v + 2vdy 2u + 2i;dydxt; + 4 dxud y u
+ 4dxvdy v\

where q represents the shear thinning when q is less than zero, or shear thickening, when
q has a value greater than zero. The alpha values serve as a measure o f normal forces in
this situation, po represents the viscosity o f the fluid at zero shear rate, iy acts as the
component of the force in direction j as influenced by forces from direction i. k is a
constant to control the rate of shear thinning or thickening.
These constitutive equations represent the force tensor components in the x and y
direction, under influence only in the x and y directions, w = 0 due to axis symmetry.
TT .

,

,

.

.

du

du

, dv

^

dv

,

.

.

Using the scale approximations, v « u , — « — and — « —, and continuing to assume
time independence to simplify the above equations. This gives us the following:
txx

= -2r]0(dxu) 1 + k ( 4 (dxu ) 2 + 4(dyi?)2 + 2(dxi; + dyu ) 2)

(16a)

+ a^dyu)2
Tyy = -2r]0(dyv) 1 + k (4 (d xu ) 2 + 4 (dy v ) 2 + 2(dxi7 + dyit) 2)

(16b)

+ a ^ d y u ) 2 + 2a 2 [(dyu ) 2j
xxy = - 2 t]0(dyti) | l + k (4 (d xii)2 + 4(dyi;)2 + 2{dxv + dy u ) 2^j
+ 2 a 2[2udx dy u + vdydyU + 2dxudy u]
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(16c)

Combining (2), (5), (7) and / = (Jx

fy

fz ) yields the following set of equations:

R e (d tu + udxu + vdy u + wdzu) = dxTxx + dy ryx + dz z zx + f x

(17a)

R e ( d t v + udxv + vdy v + wdz v ) = dxrxy + dy Tyy + dz Tzy + f y

(17b)

R e (d tw + udxw + vdy w + wdz w ) = dxrxz + dy Tyz + dzTzz + f z

(17c)

The Reynolds number is chosen to relate scales between different objects of
o

similar geometries, and in this case is ~10" , so letting Re = 0. It is assumed that the
system is isolated from outside forces such as gravity, which is reasonable, due to the
strength of the internal forces in the system.
When the appropriate initial conditions, assumptions and boundary conditions, we
are able to mathematically approximate the behavior o f a fluid. When time independence
and two-dimensional considerations are used any term containing a t, w or z, can be
removed, thus we have:
udxu + vdy u = dxrxx + dy r yx

(18a)

udxv + vdy v = dxTxy + dy Tyy

(18b)

The momentum equations in the absence o f body forces are:
dxp — dxTxx + dy Txy

(19a)

dy P

(19b)

dxTyx T dyTyy

Using standard assumptions of fluid motion in second-order fluids:
u = c±y 2 + c2y + c3

(20)

where ci, C2, and c3 are factors of x that need to be determined.
The boundary conditions that need to be included are the following:
u (y = 0) = U) u ( y = K) = 0

(21)

due to our boundary layer conditions. Also due to impermeability conditions and
immobility of the surfaces we have.
v ( y = 0) = 0; v ( y = h) = 0
Using the boundary conditions stated in (21) and solving (20) we can arrive at a new
definition of u, namely:
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(22)

(23)

u = U
The new coefficient b is a function of x that needs to be determined.
By substituting (23) into (3) we can find an equation that describes the vertical
component of the velocity of the fluid at any point. This is as follows:
v = —U

'y2

y 3\ d b

y 3 dh

k2

3h)dx + 3hdx

2y 3 dh

(24)

+ 3 h 3 dx

When applying the boundary conditions in (22), I arrive at
db
dh
dh
/r — + 2bh— + 4 — = 0
dx
dx
dx

(25)

Solving this equation for b generates:
c

4

(26)

b = Ki ~ h
where c is a constant that can be determined using the pressure boundary conditions.
Using the definition of b given by (26), (23) and (24) can be rewritten as:
u = U

r
h2

v = -U

h

y‘

y ~ T r v - w

dh y _
dx h 2

(27a)

.

M)K)

(27b)

Thus, we have a method of modeling the motion within the fluid in the x and y
directions, provided we know enough about our pressure boundary conditions to
determine our constant c.
This can be done through finding the load carrying capacity o f the fluid. This is
achieved by integrating the stress equations on the y direction. This is represented by
oyy — p + Tyy, which can be solved for p and substituted into (19). This gives:
dx@ yy

dyTyX T

3y (Tyy

ÔX T y y

3xTyX

3% T x x

(28a)
(28b)

When scales are considered, this gives the normal stress oyy which is dependent
only on x. This implies that the pressure in the fluid does not vary with film thickness,
with the thicknesses being considered.
Substituting (27) into (16) and then plugging that result into (28a) generates a set
of equations that are dependent on the choice o f q, and are best viewed in that regard.
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The computations can be readily performed by Mathematica for non-negative integers.
This is not true for non-integer exponents. In an effort to determine the effect of very
small values of q, I turned to a binomial approximation o f the formulas, which after
simplification become the following:
t xx

~2r]0(dxu) ( l + | [ l +

=

k

( 4 (dxu ) 2 + 4(dyi;)2 + 2{dx v + dyu ) 2)]

k

(4 (d xii)2 + 4(dyv ) 2 + 2[dx v + dyii) 2)j

(29a)

+ a 1 [(dyit)2
r yy = - 2 r j 0(dy v) ^1 + ^ [ l +
+ a ± [(dyu)

(29b)

+ a ' [2(ayu ) 2]
(29c)

Tx y ~ T y x ~ ~ V o i p y ^ )

1+

k

(4 (d xii)2 + 4(dyi;)2 + 2(dx v + dyu ) 2)] )

+ a 2[2udxdyu + vdy dy u + 2dxiidyii]
For q = 0, (28a) becomes:
4a\

(la c
^x°yy —

4\

( c

„

4a

la c

c

4

4a

2

(T p r- T f)

For q = 1, 0.01 and -0.01 respectively we have:
2 2(,V2^ h) )t / ( l + ( C
4
- - - ) /ci/2)
dx°yy~Vo
2

/2ac

4a

4\

\/c

_

la c

4a

^ x ^ y y ~ Vo

004(£ - S* (- £ -

(30b)

2

c

2(t t - F ) (f -

4

,

4 a \/ c

c
4
2a(^j — t )

4a

004(£ - 3 2(-h
h2 -

4\ _

2ac

4a

c

4

,

_ .c
4.
2aCF - ^ )

4a

fey3(4+2& - 3 2ti/2) +i-£ --

h
(la c

4a\

( c

4\

4a

t j)

i1+®-005Ci+*<&-*•)2fcU2)

\liF~hz)\hi~h)U ~^~hT~h2^h2~7i)U +^~¥~

Vo

2ac
2 (-p —

- »>"■ + <-7?------F - ^ -

fcy3(4+2 - 0* ku2) +( 4 /2ac

^x°yy ~

f3 0 a i

Vo

,

,2ac

4a

c

4

,

_,2ac 4a.
¿ (-p --p O

)U2)
(30d)

t1- ooo5(i+2P
4a

-

.c

¿au 72 —

4.

0

,2ac 4a.
— T7 )

(30c)

„

'v/i2- hr)U
r +(-TT-------------Ur-M"2)
2{ - ¥ - ¥ M - y - ^ /i3 h2•)fa
Using the geometry stated above, o f a moving horizontal plate, with a fixed-angle
plate above it, I12 = hi - ax, we can then find the value of the normal stress. This is
achievable using the boundary conditions, ayy(0) = cyy{L) = 0. Thus integration over h
for q = 0, 1, 0.01 and -0.01 are.
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The following relationships need to be included to generate a dimensionless form
of the equation:
X = x/L,

H = h/hi,

De = ^oU/L, a2 = rjo^o, coef = c/hi, n yy = Gyyh\
yy
TloUL

H2 = h2/hi

Where X and x are horizontal positions, L is the total length of the lower plate, H, H2 and
h are vertical positions, hi is the initial separation of the plates at the left edge. De stands
for the Deborah number, which indicates the elasticity o f the fluid. U is the
dimensionless movement of the lower plate. r|o and?io are proportionality constants.
Thus, the dimensionless form of the Normal Stress equation, for q = 0, 1, 0.01 and -0.01
becomes:
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28De
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Using the same geometry and dimensionless variable relationships, the shear
stress along the bottom plate can be calculated from (16c), by substitution, to get the
following equations when q = 0, 1, 0.01 and -0.01 respectively:
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This gets non-dimensionalized to become:
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(34b)
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4.2 The forces on and motion of the particle
When a particle enters the tear film, the continued motion of the particle is
dependent on the motion of the fluid. The nature of the particle does have an effect,
however. This effect derives significantly from the lift force and the drag force of the
particle. This lift effect is dependent on the shape o f the particle and the local flow
around the body. Here the model uses a spherical particle o f diameter d, situated in the
fluid described above. This model is usually used to describe the motion o f sediment, in
geophysical situations, such as rivers and shorelines. It applies here due to the
channelized moving fluid, with a particle of similar velocity placed in it.
The particle’s motion in this visco-elastic fluid can be modeled based on the
forces exerted on it, by this equation:
Pp

(35)

- T4m + Tb + Fd + Fl

Where pp represents the density of the particle, ^

is the change in particles

velocity with respect to time. F am is the force of added mass, F b is the Basset force, F d is
the Drag force, and F l is the lift force. The effect of gravity on the particle is
inconsequential due to the thickness of the fluid, and other forces encountered.
The force of added mass results from the acceleration of the fluid. This results
from the fact that a particle and a fluid cannot both occupy the same space. This is most
pronounced during times of particle acceleration. The F am is determined by taking the
material derivative of the fluid velocity (Added Mass, 2010).
Dv

(36)

The Basset force represents the fluid’s history, due to a particle moving through a
fluid moving faster than the fluid can recover. As a particle accelerates in a fluid, the
front half of the particle will push the fluid it encounters along or aside. The fluid on the
back side of the particle will fill in the space vacated by the particle. If the particle is
moving too quickly, or accelerates too sharply, there will be a gap between the fluid and
the particle, which will influence the particle’s motion (Basset, 2010).
(37)
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When a particle moves through a fluid, there will be several types o f interaction
between the particle and the fluid. These interactions include the fluid particles striking
the object, and the fluid sticking to the particle. These can be summarized by the drag
force, which is in part described by the drag coefficient. This number is represented by
24
Re,
Cn =

24
~Rel

(38)

, i f Rev < 1

( l + 0.15ftep°-687) , i /

> 1

where Rep is the Reynolds Number of the particle. This value can be assumed to match
the order of magnitude of the fluid which in this case is between 10" and 10" (Zhang,
Matar & Craster, 2003). This coefficient can be used to determine the drag force o f the
particle on the fluid (Drag, 2010). The particular value o f the drag coefficient should
ideally be computed for each time step. This, however, will not be done here since the
variations are anticipated to be small.
Fn =

3Q ,
„
^
\ v - v p \ ( v - v p)
4D

(39)

When an object is surrounded by a fluid, and there are different relative velocities
between different parts of the object and the fluid, a lift force is created. The object will
experience a reduction in pressure on the side that is experiencing a larger velocity
difference. This difference in pressure results in a net force in the direction o f lower
pressure.
Since our fluid experiences different velocities at different levels above the
moving floor, there will be a lift force generated by the particle. The lift force
experienced by a spherical particle in this model can be represented by:
Fl

~ CLPp\v

Vp| A

(40)

where C l, the lift coefficient, is taken as 1, from the tabulation in McLaughlin (1991) for
a freely rotating sphere, since Rep is small. Also, pp represents the density of the particle,
v and vp are the velocity of the fluid and the particle respectively, and A is the surface
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area of the sphere. This can be revised to compare the lift on the top half and bottom half
of the sphere and thus becomes:
3 Ci s.
F‘ = 4 d 0

(41)
V — Vr
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These combine to give a general equation for the position o f the particle, namely:
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where S is the specific gravity, S = pp / pf. This equation was solved using Runge-Kutta,
with variable time steps. The initial conditions used were xp (0) = x0,y p (0) =
yo ,x' p (0) = u 0, y'p(O) = v 0.
This model was first models by Wiberg and Smith (1985). There application of
the model was in geophysical situations. When the C d the drag coefficient is evaluated
for the fluid Renolds number of 10‘8, we have a value o f 100,000,000. The lift coefficient
is found to be 1 in this model, using standard references. The diameter o f the spherical
particle is one-tenth the initial separation of the bearing.
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5. Results and discussion
The behavior of a fluid is largely dependent on the nature of the fluid. This is
described by the selected shear dependence exponent and the elasticity coefficient. The
behavior of four different shear exponents is being examined for five different elasticity
coefficients and five different geometries. The exponent q = 0 means that the viscosity of
a fluid will not change with the rate of shear experienced by the fluid. When the
elasticity coefficient is set to zero we are describing a Newtonian fluid. Negative
exponent values cause the viscosity of the fluid to be reduced or thinned by the
application of shear. Fluids that become more viscous with shear are referred to as shear
thickening, and carry a positive exponent.
The bearings that are being studied have a set of related geometries. The lower
plate is held horizontal, and allowed to move to the right. The upper plate is mounted at
an angle to the lower plate. Looking at the bearing from left to right, in the direction of
lower plate movement, the upper plate can converge with the lower plates, m = -0.2 and
m = -0.05, be parallel with the lower plate, or diverge from the lower plate, m = 0.05 and
m = 0.2. See Figure 9.
m

0 OS
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Figure 9: A visualization o f
the geometry used in this
study

Having selected the geometry o f interest, the model o f pressure in the fluid can be
created and evaluated. This model will allow for the description o f the movement of the
fluid in the system. The pressure and velocity descriptions combined give a description
of the behavior of the fluid.
Once a model for the behavior o f the fluid in the bearing has been found, it is
possible to consider what would happen if something were to enter the fluid at some
point. Thus, a model was borrowed from geophysics to describe the motion of a particle
in a moving fluid. This force takes into account the relative motion o f the fluid and the
particle, as well as changes in the relative velocity of the particle and the fluid. The
particle is modeled as being initially positioned at different levels in the bearing, with
movement proportional to that of the fluid, and its movement through the bearing is
observed.
Samples of the Mathematica codes used in this analysis are found in Appendix A.
The complete set of graphical output used in this study is provided in Appendix B.
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5.1 Comparison of the different modeled fluids: stresses
q = -0.01 m = -0.2
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Figure 10
The Normal Stress
One of the main considerations in the study of the behavior of a fluid is the way
that vertical motion in the fluid will lead to a vertical deformation o f the fluid. This is
described by the Normal Stress in the fluid. The magnitude of this stress on the bottom
plate is one way to study the effect of changing the shear behavior of the fluid.
are plotted in Figure 10.
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These

The effect of changing the amount of elasticity in the fluid is one thing that is
consistent in the four fluids. As the elasticity in the fluid increases the magnitude of the
normal shear initially drops, then increases. The magnitude of the normal stress will
continue to increase as more elasticity is added to the system. The relationship between
viscosity and elasticity can become more complicated as fluids become less Newtonian.
Using a representative curve, De = 0, we have the true Newtonian case for q = 0.
This lack of elasticity allows for a comparison based only on the change in viscosity of
the fluid. As the viscosity rises for the thinned, q = -0.01, to the thickened, q = 1, there is
an increase in magnitude of the normal stress. The location of the maximum value o f the
normal stress curve gets shifted to the left as the viscosity rises. This is caused by the
increased intermolecular forces inherent with increased viscosity. This normal stress will
lead to a pressure differential.

q = 0 De = 0
Normal Stress
m = -0.2
m = -0.05
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q = 1 De = 0
Normal Stress
m = -0.2
m = -0.05
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for all four fluids with all five geometries

There are a large number of different parameters that can be studied when looking
at lubrication models. The shape of the fluid has a large effect on the behavior o f that
fluid, as does the shearing behavior of the fluid. Holding the Deborah number constant at
0 allows for comparison of these other attributes. The geometry is normalized at the left
edge, thus converging and diverging geometries are not symmetric.
Within each of the plots in, Figure 11, there is a distinct change in normal stress
as the slope of the top plate, which starts as converging, moves through parallel, and
finally goes to diverging. In the converging cases, the geometry is seen to have much
more of an effect on the fluid’s normal stress, than in the diverging cases, due in part to
the larger normal stress. The extreme value o f normal shear is seen to be offset toward
the wider side of the slider bearing. These graphs show the transition from shear thinning,
to shear independent, to shear thickening. The much larger change for q = 1, is due to the
larger difference in the value of the exponent.
Thus, depending on the desired normal force profile, and magnitude o f the load
carrying capacity that is desired, one can adjust the nature o f the fluid, the q value, and
the shape of the bearing.
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The shear stress describes the amount of deformation caused in the fluid along the
horizontal axis by fluid motion in the vertical direction. The magnitude o f vertical
motion is not measured at the lower plate, where this value is zero, but in the region of
fluid that extends upward into regions that do have vertical motion. This component of
the stress could be seen as as a pressure gradient in the bearing.
When looking at the equation for shear stress we see a dependence on the local
separation distance, since h depends on x. This dependence on the geometry of the
system further manifests itself by having the pressure term contain the geometry factor.
Thus, the shear stress curves in converging plates are generally decreasing, while those of
diverging geometries show an increase, Figure 12.
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Figure 12
Shear Stresses
The presence of the viscosity-varying factor would be expected to cause the
values of the shear stress to vary with the value o f q. That the function lives up to
expectation can be seen in the graphs on the left. As we move from a shear thinning
behavior to a shear thickening behavior, the amount of shear stress is found to increase on
the open side of the bearing, but arrives at similar values on the exit side of the bearing.
This is the result of the term containing the elasticity factor playing a larger role in the
calculations with decreasing separation distance. The effect of the elasticity on the
coefficient, and thus on the shear stress curve can be noted by looking at the curves for
De = 0.6. The general trend toward higher values is apparent.
The nonslip condition between the fluid and the plates transfers the movement of
the plate into the fluid. This relationship can be found by the txx component of the stress
tensor. This component describes the way that horizontal deformation and horizontal
motion relate.
Though the magnitudes of the stresses do not directly serve as terms in the fluid
velocity equations, their presence is felt. The normal stress and the velocity equations
relate through the coefficient derived from the pressure boundary condition.
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The shear stress experienced by the lowest level of the lubricating fluid in a slider
bearing composed of two plates, with the lower one moving while the upper plate is fixed
and angled, can vary in interesting ways, Figure 12. These variations can be seen
through the plots with Deborah number again selected to be 0, and our fluids and
geometries the same as above. The results generalized here are looked at in more detail
in Fluid 12 in appendix B.
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for all four fluids with all five geometries
In all cases there are significant shear stresses present at all angles. There is the
least amount of variation in shear stress for the nearly parallel plates. The shearing
stresses are highest where q = 1. The three closely packed sets o f data again represent q
= -0.01, 0 and 0.01. As these q values increase, so do the constant shear rate line, for the
parallel plate case, as well as the range o f values covered by the converging and
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diverging cases. All of the converging cases are monotonically decreasing, while those
of the diverging cases are monotonically increasing. Figure 13 reveals these behaviors.

5,2 Comparison of the different modeled fluids: velocities
The nature of a fluid and the geometry of the bearing have significant effects on
the motion of the fluid itself. The differences seen may be small, but they give clues as to
what would happen if more strongly modified fluids were used.
The predominant motion of the fluid is in the horizontal direction. It is however
influenced by the presence of both vertical and horizontal motion in the stress tensor, and
normal stress equation, which is used to calculate the coefficient based on the pressure
boundary conditions.
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Figure 14 Horizontal velocity profile
Our horizontal velocity equation (27a) multiplies the velocity of the bottom plate
by a set of terms that associate the coefficient, the local height o f the bearing, and the
vertical position of interest. For any given lower plate velocity and coefficient, we expect
to see a fall off in horizontal velocity from the maximum at the bottom plate to zero at the
upper plate. The contour of this change is what will be o f interest. The presence o f a
clearly defined horizontal velocity gradient will be important when the particle is
introduced. This gradient structure is revealed in Figure 14.
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Within the range of values studied for the viscosity behavior of the fluid, there are
only subtle differences in the shape of the velocity profile. As the fluid has a larger
shear-thickening component, there is an increase in vertical position o f the higher valued
velocity profile curves. There is less of a difference at the top of the bearing. This is due
to the greater intermolecular frictional force at the bottom of the bearing caused by the
shear placed on the fluid.
This velocity profile is dependent on the geometry o f the bearing. It can be noted
that the 0.95 line rises in the case of a converging plate, while it drops in a converging
case. Looking at lines along the top plate, we see that they are generally parallel to that
plate and drop to zero. The difference in shape o f the different flow contours is due, in
part, to the vertical motion of the fluid that is instilled by the geometry o f the panels. A
change in the viscosity of the fluid has very little effect on the shape of the velocity
profile, but increasing the elasticity causes the 0.95 curve to move up the bearing. Thus
the geometry and elasticity of the fluid have a larger effect on the horizontal movement
of the fluid than does changing the viscosity.
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Figure 15 Vertical velocity profile

The vertical velocity profile for the fluid depends directly on variation in the slope
of the upper plate and the fluid coefficient representing the elasticity and viscosity
modification parameters. The bearing geometry comes through clearly in all cases, with
downward motion induced by converging geometry, while upward motion is caused by
diverging plates. If the plates are parallel there will be no vertical motion derived by
geometry, Figure 15.
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Figure 16 Thefluid velocity vector field

The vertical motion found in the shear thinning case is found to be slightly
smaller than that of the shear thickening fluid. This difference is hard to determine but
becomes clearer when larger shear thickening exponents are used. When elasticity is
added to the system, there is an enhanced vertical motion with bearings o f matched
geometries. For non-Newtonian fluids with more pronounced properties, there is a larger
change in profile, Figure 16.
The overall fluid motion can be seen more clearly when the combined velocity
vector of the fluid at various positions is analyzed. Looking at these vector fields allows
some observations to be made about the overall horizontal and vertical motion.
The horizontal motion is dominant for most o f the volume o f the fluid. The fluid
at the bottom of the bearing moves horizontally along with the bearing, and the amount of
horizontal motion decreases with movement up the fluid. The horizontal motion along
the top plate can be seen to be zero.
The vertical motion of the fluid starts at zero at the bottom plate. As the point of
interest moves upward through the fluid, the amount o f vertical motion increases then
falls off to zero at the upper plate.
The increase in magnitude of the vertical motion, and reduction in velocity
horizontally allows for the vertical component to be most visible in the upper exit comer.
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The vectors curve downward in converging geometries, and upward in diverging
geometries. There is no vertical velocity component in bearings with parallel plates.

5.3 Particle motion
When a particle is placed into a fluid, its motion will depend at least in part on the
motion o f that fluid. I was trying to determine in detail the way that a spherical particle
entering the fluid at velocities one-half o f those of the components o f the fluid’s velocity
at that point. I am looking at initial heights that vary across the entire left edge.
Analyzing the movement of a particle within a slightly diverging geometry across
all four of our fluids generates Figure 17. The squared line represent the motion of the
fluid from the initial starting position without any particle forces, this acts at the
reference. Though all of the particle plots show a motion toward the upper plate,
representing the eyeball, the rate at which this happens is much slower than that of the
reference. The initial velocity, along with the other forces in line with motion: added
mass, Basset and drag, cause the particle to move along the line o f the reference, but
more slowly, while lift causes the variance from that line and movement toward the
eyelid.
The effect of changing the viscosity profile from shear thinning to shear
thickening is hard to see due to the very small magnitude of change. The shear thickened
fluid has the particle move farther into the fluid than a thinned fluid. Thus, just as in the
velocity profile, the difference in viscous behavior being studied does not show a
significant difference with the fluids being studied.
The same cannot be said about the elastic behavior o f the fluid. There is greater
movement toward the eyeball with the increased elasticity with this geometry, than would
be found in non-elastic situations. Increasing the elasticity of the fluid results in a larger
difference between the reference and the particle, thus, less motion toward the eyeball
than the increased vertical velocity would indicate.
This pattern, though shown in more detail for one initial height, is consistant for
all of the starting locations. There is much more vertical movement near the slanted
upper plate, than is found by the horizontal lower plates. The amount of horizontal
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movement is seen to be largest at the bottom, and slows down until it reaches zero at the
top. This generally is consistent with what is seen for the fluid velocities.

q = —0 . 0 1 m = + 0 . 0 5 p a r t i c l e p o s i t i o n

q = —0 . 0 1 m = + 0 . 0 5 D e = 0 . 6 p a r t i c l e p o s i t i o n
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q = 0 m = + 0 .0 5 p a r t i c l e p o s itio n

q = 0 m = + 0 .0 5 D e = O.û p a r t i c l e p o s itio n

q = 0 m = + 0 .0 5 D e = 0 .6 p a r tic le p o s itio n

q = 0 m = + 0 .0 5 p a r tic le p o s itio n
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q = 0 .0 1 m = + 0 .0 5 p a r tic le p o s itio n

q = 0 .0 1 D e = 0 .6 m = + 0 .0 5 p a r tic le p o s itio n
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q =

1 m = + 0 .0 5 p a r tic le p o s itio n

q =

1 m = + 0 .0 5 D e = 0 .6 p a r tic le p o s itio n

Figure 1 7 The motion o f the particle in diverging plates.

The geometry of the plate has a large effect on the flow of the fluid. This should
carry over to the particle. That this is true can be seen by comparing a few examples with
converging geometry.
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q = - 0 . 0 1 m = - 0 . 0 5 p a r t i c l e p o s itio n

q = - 0 . 0 1 D e = 0 . 6 m = - 0 . 0 5 p a r t i c l e p o s itio n

q = - 0 . 0 1 m = - 0 . 0 5 p a rtic le p o s itio n

q = - 0 . 0 1 D e = 0 .6 m = - 0 . 0 5 p a r tic le p o s itio n
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q = 0 .0 1 m = - 0 . 0 5 p a r t i c l e p o s i t i o n
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q = 0 .0 1 D e = 0 .6 m = - 0 . 0 5 p a r tic le p o s itio n

Figure 18 Particle motion in converging plates.
It can again be seen, in Figure 18, that the particle moves toward the eyelid more
than would be expected based only on the motion o f the fluid. The reduced speed, for the
inline forces, is apparent, as is the effect of the lift force.
The effect of the variation in viscosity is again slight but present. I believe that
the way that the shear stress is only calculated along the bottom plate does not affect the
representation of the variation in viscosity. This is true since there is the same difference
in velocity, and thus shear, between different horizontal levels if the fluid. This might not
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be valid depending on the effect of absolute fluid velocity in the model, but I think this
effect is small.
The effect of changing elascity can be seen as a smaller difference between the
projected and actual motion and becomes smaller with larger elasticity. But while the
reference and the particle behave more similarly, they both exhibit more motion than is
found without elasticity.
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6* Conclusions
This project sought to analyze the motion found in the mucus layer of the tear
film of the humam eye. Due to the complexity of detailed determination o f the properties
of the fluid and the true geometry, a number of simplifying assumptions were made,
including homogeneous fluids, planar surfaces and constant velocity o f the plates. The
fluids that are modeled here seek to represent a cross section o f the properties that are
believed to actually exist in the eye.
The shear-varient second-order fluid model that was used allowed for changes in
the visco-elasticity of the fluid. Changing the viscosity profile o f the fluid yielded a
direct correnspondense between changes in viscosity and changes in pressure. This was
true for both the normal and shear stresses. Adjusting the elasticity likewise caused a
change in the pressure gradient within the fluid. The geometry of the system resulted in
marked changes in the pressure gradients, with positive normal stresses found in
convergent geometries, negative normal stresses in divergent geometries, and no normal
stress in the case of a parallel plate bearing. In shear stresses the stress plot follows the
geometry of the upper plate.
Once the pressure profile was determined the fluid motion was then analysed.
This motion was seen to depend most heavily on the geometry of the plate, with the
effects of the applied changes in elasticity being more apparent than changes in viscosity
behavior. The movement of the lower plate drives the lowest most fluid in the system,
which pulls along the fluid above it to a lesser extent. This velocity reduction remains in
place until the horizontal velocity becomes zero along the upper plate. This type of
profile is found in all fluid geometries. The presence of vertical motion is entirely
resultant from the geometry of the plates.
Particles can enter the tear film from above or below, and can take many forms.
To allow for an initial trial of this model in this application, a sphere was moved into the
fluid at various initial positions. The velocity profile o f the fluid goes a long way in
determining the behavior of the particle. The acceleration of the particle results in an
added mass force, the motion of the particle leads to the Basset and drag forces. The
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velocity gradient across the surface of the spherical particle leads to a lift force. This
caused a particle to tend to move toward the moving eyelid. This movement toward the
eyelid would serve to protect the eye from the accumulation o f debris. The aqueous layer
is also positioned by the eyelid and is efficiently removed from the eye.
Thus, the mucus layer of the tear film of the human eye is non-Newtonian in order
to allow particles to have the necessary motion toward the eyelid to prevent damaging the
eyeball. While a minimum effect is found using Newtonian fluids in this situation, the
addition of elasticity and shear-dependent viscosity effects enhance this motion.
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7. Possible extensions of this model
This model will then be used as the starting point to several other approaches to
the situation.
1. Experiments, by making a large-scale model, the results obtained here
could be confirmed or refuted.
2. This model treated both plates as smooth plates. This is not technically
true modeling the upper plate as a sinusoidal surface, to better model the
surface of the eye, might give better results.
3. The lower plate was held at a fixed velocity, where a number o f different
velocities, particularly oscillating, occur in the eye system. The effect of
different velocities or of variable velocities is still to be studied.
4. The presence of the large glycoproteins in the mucus layer of the eye was
intentionally neglected in this model. There effects on the movement of
particles could be studied.
5. The shape and size of the particle was chosen to be a sphere one-tenth the
size of the opening. Other shapes and sized could be examined.
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Appendix A
A.l Nature of Mathematica
Mathematica is a software package designed to help solve mathematical and
engineering problems. There are a collection of customized algorithms used to perform
mathematical operations. Most mathematical programs perform numerical computations,
where each terms needs to become a number at each step. Mathematica is different in
that it can perform symbolic manipulation, as well as numerical analysis. This program
also produces publication quality graphics. During the computations performed during
this paper many of the tools available from polynomials were used. While the results are
the same as those that would be found by using paper and pencil, the methodology often
differs significantly. This is the result of both the computers lack of the creativity used
by humans to work through many situations and the speed at which the computer can
perform its operations.
One of the main operations that is performed in these programs is differentiation,
specifically partial differentiation. Mathematica performs all differentiations by using the
chain rule. These are expressed symbolically whenever they can be determined;
otherwise it shows an implicit version.
Normal arithmetic, as done by a computer is performed in a discrete frame, where
there is a varying distance apart. When numbers fall between these values, they are
rounded. This problem comes more clearly into view when the order o f magnitude
between two numbers is significantly different. Mathematica uses a varying number of
digits in calculations to try to remove much of the error.
Integration can be a very complicated operation. While a human can creatively
apply different techniques to try to solve for the expression of the integral, a computer
cannot. Mathematica gets around this by using a set o f preprogrammed options to guess
at a solution, and then calculates the derivative to check for the accuracy of the
integration. There are many equations that cannot be solved my Mathematica, which
gives trouble with negative values of q.
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The last major test of Mathematica’s capabilities centered on solving the
differential equations for the motion of the particle. This is done by creating a
interpolating function for a particular range. This new function is then evaluated at a
point which in this case gives the location of the particle. The time step used in this
program is automatically adjusted to get a good fit with initial conditions and to provide
for smooth curves with accurate solutions (Wolfram, 2009).

A.2 Fluid stresses and velocities fixed slope changing De
Below is the Mathematica code o f the calculation o f n yywhich represents the
resulting normal stresses and n xy the normal stress, in our system. It then proceeds to
graph velocities.
Clear["globar*"]
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,y]
(* Used to allow for legends to be plotted*)
Needs["PlotLegends'"];
(* The velocity profile eqations for the fluid*)
u[x_,y_]=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] ((shear)Aq)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])((shear)Aq)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) ((shear)Aq)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y]A2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y^0,h'[x]->-a, q^0,h[x]Mi};
Tauxy=tauxy/.{y^0,qH>0,h'[x]->-a,h[x]-Ti, h"[x]->0};
(*Indefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=lntegrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2= {sigmayy/. {h^h 1}} - {sigmayy/. {h->h}};
(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a ;
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (h 1 - h2)/ L;
Tauxy2 = Tauxy /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our normal stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h->H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-H2),c->coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H-^H2;
(*non-dinensionalizing our shear stress equation*)
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pixyl = Tauxy2/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
pixy2 = pixyl/.h^H hi;
pixy3 = pixy2/((eta0 U L)/hl A2)(*//Expand*);
pixy4 = pixy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-FI2),c->coef, hi -> 1, L->1 }//Expand;
(^SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {H->H2,k-> 1,U-> 1,De->0,H2^>0.8}
Solve [piyy~0,coef]
{7.5 -2.8125 coef)
{{coef-^2.66667}}
coef=2.6666666666666674'
2.66667
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyyl = piyy4/.{H2^0.8,
1-0.2 x, De-^0, k->\, U-»l};
pxyl = pixy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2 x, De-^0, k->l, U->1};
(*SOLVING FOR coef')
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0.15,H2->0.8, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{5.1375 -1.09687 coef-0.216211 coef2}
{{coef->-8.03165},{coef-^2.95848}}
coef=2.9584835994496133'
2.95848
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy2 = piyy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2x, De->.15, k->l, U->1, L-^l};
pxy2 = pixy4/.{H2->0.8, H->l-0.2x, De->.15, k-»l, U-»l, L->1};
(*SOLVING FOR coef)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0.3,H2^0.8, 1}
Solve[piyy~0,coef]
{2.775 +0.61875 coef-0.432422 coef2}
{{coef->-1.91689}, {coef-^3.34779}}
coef=3.347786191199758'
3.34779
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy3 = piyy4/.{H2^0.8,
1-0.2 x, De->.3, k-»l, U->1, L->1};
pxy3 = pixy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2x, Den>.3, k->l, U->1, L->1};
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0.45,H2->0.8, 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{0.4125 +2.33438 coef-0.648633 coef2}
{{coef->-0.16879}, {coef->3.76771}}
coef=3.7677064800244735'
3.76771
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy4 = piyy4/.{H2->0.8, H->l-0.2x, De^.45, k->l, U->1, L^l};
pxy4 = pixy4/.{H2^0.8, H-»l-0.2x, De^.45, k->l, U->1, L->1};
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k^l,U->l,De^0.6,H2^0.8, L->1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{-1.95+4.05 coef-0.864844 coef2}
{{coef-»0.544881},{coef->4.13805}}
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coef=4.138045829844978'
4.13805
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy5 = piyy4/.(H2^0.8, H-^ 1-0.2 x, De^.6, k->l, U->1, L->1};
pxy5 = pixy4/.(H2->0.8, H-*l-0.2x, De->.6, k->l, U->1, L->1};
Plot[{ pyy5, pyy4, pyy3, pyy2, pyyl}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-> {X, Normal Stress},
PlotLabel -> "q = 0 m = -0.2", PlotStyle->(Thin, Dotted, Dashed, (Thick, Dotted}, (Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend->("De=0.6", "De=0.45", "De=0.3","De=0.15", "De=0"},LegendPosition->{0.7, -.3}]
q = 0 m = -0 .2

Plot[( pxy5, pxy4, pxy3, pxy2, pxyl}, (x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-> (X, Shear Stress},
PlotLabel -» "q = 0 m = -0.2", PlotStyle->(Thin, Dotted, Dashed, (Thick, Dotted}, (Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend^("De=0.6", "De=0.45", "De=0.3","De=0.15", "De=0"},LegendPosition^{0.7, -.3}]
q = 0 m = -0 .2
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0.6

0.8

1.0

(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. (k-> 1,U-> 1,De^>0,H2->0.8, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
(7.5 -2.8125 coef}
({coef-^2.66667}}
coef=2.6666666666666674'
2.66667
h[x_]=l-0.2x;
u[x_,y_]=(U ((l-yA2/h[x]A2)+(c y/h[x]A2-4 y/h[x])(l-y/h[x])))/.(U-> 1, c^ coef};
v[x_,yJ=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2di[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]))/.(U-> 1, c-> coef};
ContourPlot[u[x,y], (x,0,0.99}, (y,0,h[x]}, PlotPoints^50,ContourLabels->All,
PlotLabel -» "u velocity with x and y for q = 0 and slope = -0.2",Contours^25]
ContourPlot[v[x,y], (x,0,0.99}, (y,0,h[x]},PlotPoints^50,ContourLabels->All,
PlotLabel -> "v velocity with x and y for q = 0 and slope = -0.2",Contours->25]
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u v e lo c ity w i t h x a n d y f o r q = 0 a n d s lo p e = - 0 . 2
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v v e lo c i ty w i t h x a n d y f o r q = 0 a n d s lo p e = - 0 . 2
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u2 = u[x,y]/.{De-> 0, H2-^ 0.8,h[x]->l-0.2x, k->l, U-^l};
v2 = v[x,y]/.{De-> 0, H2-> 0.8,h[x]->l-0.2x, h'[x]->-0.2, k->l, U->1};
ux2 = u2 /.y->0;
ux3 = u2 /.y^0.35;
ux4=u2 /.y->0.7;
uy2 = u2 /.x^O.Ol;
uy3 = u2 Mc->0.5;
uy4 =j u2 /.x->0.99;
vx2 = v2 /.y-*0;
vx3=v2 /.y^0.35;
vx4=v2 /.y->0.7;
vy2 = v2 /.x^O.Ol;
vy3 = v2 /.x->0.5;
vy4 = v2 /.x->0.99;
Z1 =Plot[{uy2, uy3, uy4},{y,0,0.99},PlotStyle^{Thick, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabeW{u, y},
PlotLegend ->{ "x=0.01", "x=0.5", "x = 0.99"}, LegendPosition->{l, -.3},
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PlotLabel -> "u velocity against y for q = 0 and slope = -0.2", Frame^True, PlotRange->{{0,l}, {0,1.05}}]
Z2 = Plot[{ux2,ux3, ux4},{x,0,0.99},PlotStyle->{Thick, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabel^{u, x},
PlotLegend -»{ "y=0", "y=0.35", "y=0.7"}, LegendPosition->{l, -.3},
PlotLabel-> "u velocity against x for q = 0 and slope = -0.2", Frame->True, PlotRange->{{0,l}, {0,1.05}}]
Z3 = Plot[{vy2,vy3, vy4},{y,0,0.99},PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabel^{v, y},
PlotLegend ->{ "x=0.01", "x=0.5", "x = 0.99"}, LegendPosition->{l, -.3},
PlotLabel -> "v velocity against y for q = 0 and slope = -0.2", Frame-ATme, PlotRange->{{0,l}, {-0.1,0}}]
Z4 = Plot[{vx2,vx3, vx4},{x,0,0.99},PlotStyle^{Thick, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabeW{v, x},
PlotLegend ->{ "y=0", "y=0.35", "y=0.7"}, LegendPosition^{l, -.3},
PlotLabel -» "v velocity against x for q = 0 and slope = -0.2", Frame->True,
PlotRange^{{0,l}, {-0.1,0.005}}]
—
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v v e lo c i ty a g a in s t y f o r q = 0 a n d s lo p e = - 0 . 2
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v e lo c ity a g a i n s t x f o r q = 0 a n d s lo p e = - 0 .2
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- 0 .0 8
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0.10

V = VectorPlot[{u2,v2},{x,0,0.99},{y,0,0.99},
PlotLabel -» "total velocity vector field for q = 0 and slope = -0.2"];
top =Plot[l-0.2x, {x,0,l} ,Filling->Top];
Show[V, top]
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t o ta l v e lo c i ty v e c t o r fie ld f o r q = 0 a n d s lo p e = - 0 . 2
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A3

Fluid stresses and velocities changing slope fixed De

This code determines the magnitudes of the shear and normal stresses, for the
different geometries.
Clear["globar*"]
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,y]
(* Used to allow for legends to be plotted*)
Needsf'PlotLegends'"];
(* The velocity profile eqations for the fluid*)
u[x_,y_]=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] ((shear)Aq)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])((shear)Aq)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) ((shear)Aq)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y]A2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y^O,h'[x]->a, q->l,h[x]->h};
Tauxy=tauxy/.{y->0,q-> 1,h'[x]->a,h[x]^h, h"[x]^0};
(*Indefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/. (h->h 1}} - {sigmayy/. {h^h}};
(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a ;
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (h 1 - h2)/ L;
Tauxy2 = Tauxy /.a (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our normal stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h-^H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)^(l-H2),c->coef, hi 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H->H2;
(*non-dinensionalizing our shear stress equation*)
pixyl = Tauxy2/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
pixy2 = pixyl/.h->H hi;
pixy3 = pixy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
pixy4 = pixy3/.{(hl-h2)-*(l-H2),c->coef, hi -> 1, L^l}//Expand;
(*SOLVING FOR coef')
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {H^H2,k-^ 1,U-* 1,De^0,H2~* 1.2}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
(409.444 -312.176 coef+78.9522 coef2-6.65102 coef3}
{{coef-^3.30423},{coef-^4.28323 -0.533835 i},{coef-^4.28323 +0.533835 i}}
coef=3.304228435428347'
3.30423
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy 1 = piyy4/. {H2^ 1.2, H-> 1+0.2 X , De^O, k-> 1, U-> 1};
pxyl = pixy4/.{H2->1.2, H->l+0.2x, De^O, k ^ l, U->1};
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(^SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2-> 1.05, Lh>1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{528.578 -427.373 coef+114.298 coef2-10.1514 coef3}
{{coef->3.07525},{coef-^4.09206 -0.432263 i},{coef-^4.09206 +0.432263 i}}
coef=3.07525250115378'
3.07525
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy2 = piyy4/.{H2^1.05, FI->l+0.05x, De->0, k->l, U->1, L->1};
pxy2 = pixy4/.{H2->1.05, H-*l+0.05x, De^O, k->l, U->1, L^l};
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y^>0,h'[x]->-a, q->l,h[x]->h};
Tauxy=tauxy/. {y->0,q^ 1,h'[x]->-a,h[x]->h, h"[x]-4)};
(*Indefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/.{h^hl}}-{sigmayy/.{hH>h}};
(^Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a ;
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
Tauxy2 = Tauxy /.a -»(hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our normal stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyyl = sigmayy4/.alpha2^>eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h->H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)^(l-F12),c->coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H^H2;
(*non-dinensionalizing our shear stress equation*)
pixy 1 = Tauxy2/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
pixy2 = pixyl/.h->H hi;
pixy3 = pixy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
pixy4 = pixy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-H2),c^coef, hi -> 1, L->1}//Expand;
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^>0,H2->0.9999, 1}
Solve[piyy-0,coef]
{582.116 -482.12 coef+132.04 coef2-12.0042 coef3}
{{coef->2.99985},{coef->3.9998 -0.408207 i},{coef->3.9998 +0.408207 i}}
coef=2.9998500011258087'
2.99985
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy3 = piyy4/.{H2->0.9999, H->l-0.0001x, De^O, k->l, U-*l, L^l};
pxy3 =pixy4/.{F!2^0.9999, H->l-0.0001x, De^O, k->l, U->1, L^l};
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2->0.95, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{645.103 -548.731 coef+154.364 coef2-14.415 coef3}
{{coef->2.9253},{coef-^3.89164 -0.391842 i},{coef-^3.89164 +0.391842 i}}
coef=2.9252978808080745'
2.9253
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy4 = piyy4/.{H2-^0.95, H^l-0.05x, De-^0, k->l, U->1, L->1};
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pxy4 = pixy4/.{H2->0.95, H-2>l-0.05x, De->0, k-G, U-G, L-^l};
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De->0,H2^0.8, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{922.5 -867.656 coef+270.832 coef2-28.147 coef3}
{{coef->2.70868},{coef->3.45669 -0.388639 i},{coef->3.45669 +0.388639 i}}
coef=2.708678863107348'
2.70868
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy5 = piyy4/.{H2^0.8, H-G-0.2 x, De^O, k-G, U-G, L-ll};
pxy5 = pixy4/.{H2->0.8, H-G-0.2x, De^O, k-G, U-G, L-> 1};
Plot[{ pyy5, pyy4, pyy3, pyy2, pyyl}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-» {X, Normal Stress},
PlotLabel -> "q = 1 De = 0",
PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed, {Thick, Dotted}, {Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend->{"m = -0.2", "m = -0.05", "m = 0","m=0.05", "m=0.2"},LegendPosition^{0.85, -.3}]
q = 1 De = 0

Normal Stress
—

m = -0.2

m = —O.Of
—

m=0

•*

m=0 05

•* m=02
■■■■Mi

Plot[{ pxy5, pxy4, pxy3, pxy2, pxyl}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-> {X, Shear Stress},
PlotLabel -> "q = 1 De = 0",
PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed, {Thick, Dotted}, {Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend^{"m = -0.2", "m = -0.05", "m = 0","m=0.05", "m=0.2"},LegendPosition-^{0.8, -.3}]
q = 1 De = 0

Shear Stress
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A.4 Fluid stresses and velocities fixed slope changing De (Binomial)
This program is used to calculate the value of the normal and shear stresses, as
well as velocities for fluids with non-integer values o f q. The graphics are the same types
as the above codes and can be found in the results and discussion section. Thus the
graphics are suppressed.
Clear["global'*"]
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,y]
(* Used to allow for legends to be plotted*)
Needs["PlotLegends'"];
(* The velocity profile eqations for the fluid*)
u[x_,y_]=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,yJ=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])(l+q/2(shear)A2)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y]A2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y->0,h'[x]-^-a, q^-0.01,h[x]^>h};
Tauxy=tauxy/. {y->0,q->-0.01,h'[x]^-a,h[x]->h, h"[x]^0};
(*Indefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/.{h^hl }}-{sigmayy/.{h->h}};
(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a ;
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a (hi - h2)/ L;
Tauxy2 = Tauxy /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our normal stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2^eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h->H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-H2),c^coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H-^H2;
(*non-dinensionalizing our shear stress equation*)
pixyl = Tauxy2/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
pixy2 = pixyl/.h^H hi;
pixy3 = pixy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
pixy4 = pixy3/.{(hl-h2)^(l-H2),c->coef, hi 1, L->1}//Expand;
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {H^H2,k^ 1,U-> 1,De->0,H2^0.8};
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{{coef->2.23003},{coef-^2.64289},{coef->3.41351 -1.4705 i},
{coef-^3.41351 +1.4705 i},{coef-^4.68104}}
coef=2.642889696121292'
2.64289
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
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pyyl = piyy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2 x, De^-O, k ^ l, U->1};
pxyl = pixy4/.{H2->0.8, H-^l-0.2 x, De^O, k ^ l, U—
>1};
(*SOLVING FOR coef5)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-* 1,U-> 1,De^>0.15,H2^0.8, L-> 1};
Solve[piyy~0,coef]
{{coef-^2.14742},{coef->2.97569},{coef-*3.32222 -1.40976 i},
{coef-^3.32222 +1.40976 i},{coef-^4.61345}}
coef=2.9756901785317935'
2.97569
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy2 = piyy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2x, De->.15, k->l, U->1, L->1};
pxy2 = pixy4/.{H2-^0.8, H->l-0.2x, De->.15, k-»l, U-»l, L->1};
(*SOLVING FOR coeP)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0.3,H2^0.8, L-> 1};
Solve[piyy~0,eoef]
{{coef->2.10195}, {coef->3.20058 -1.37144 i},
{coef->3.20058 +1.37144 i},{coef-^3.35797},{coef^4.51992}}
coef=3.3579682209087975'
3.35797
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy3 = piyy4/.{H2^0.8, H-»l-0.2 x, De-».3, k->l, U->1, L^l};
pxy3 = pixy4/.{H2->0.8, H^l-0.2x, De->.3, k->l, U->1, L^l};
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k^ 1,U-> 1,De^0.45,H2->0.8, L-> 1};
Solve[piyy==0,eoef]
{{coef->2.07024},{coef-^3.07303 -1.37798 i},
{coefn>3.07303 +1.37798 i},{coef->3.81483},{coef-^4.34985}}
coef=3.8148348416039344'
3.81483
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy4 = piyy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2x, De^.45, k->l, U->1, L->1};
pxy4 = pixy4/.{H2^>0.8, H->l-0.2x, De^.45, k-»l, U->1, L->1};
(*SOLVING FOR coeP)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k^l,U-^l,De^0.6,H2^0.8, L-^l};
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{{coef->2.046}, {coef->2.96875 -1.41394 i},{coef->2.96875 +1.41394 i},
{coef-1.19875 -0.334743 i},{coef-^4.19875 +0.334743 i}}
coef=Sqrt[(4.198749789424388' )A2-(0.334743009805636' )A2]
4.18538
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy5 = piyy4/.{H2-^0.8, H-> 1-0.2 x, De->.6, k-»l, U->1, L->1};
pxy5 = pixy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2x, De->.6, k->l, U->1, L-»l};
Plot[{ pyy5, pyy4, pyy3, pyy2, pyyl}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-> {X, Normal Stress},
PlotLabel -> "q = -0.01 m = -0.2",
PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed, {Thick, Dotted}, {Thick, Dashed}},
P1otLegend-» {"De=0.6", "De=0.45", "De=0.3","De=0.15", "De=0"},LegendPosition^{0.8, -.3}];
Plot[{ pxy5, pxy4, pxy3, pxy2, pxyl}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel^ {X, Shear Stress},
PlotLabel -» "q = -0.01 m = -0.2",
PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed, {Thick, Dotted}, {Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend->{"De=0.6", "De=0.45", "De=0.3","De=0.15", "De=0"},LegendPosition^{0.8, -.3}];
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
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Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^>0,H2^0.8, L-> 1};
Solve[piyy—O,coef]
{{coef-^2.23003},{coef->2.64289},{coef-+3.41351 -1.4705 i},
{coef->3.41351 +1.4705 i},{coef-^4.68104}}
coef=2.642889696121292'
2.64289
h[x_]=l-0.2x;
u[x_,y_]=(U ((l-yA2/h[x]A2)+(c y/h[x]A2-4 y/h[x])(l-y/h[x])))/.{U^ 1, ch>coef};
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]))/.{U-> 1, c-> coef};
ContourPlot[u[x,y], {x,0,0.99}, {y,0,h[x]},PlotPoints->50,ContourLabels->All,
PlotLabel -> "u velocity with x and y for q = -0.01 and slope = -0.2",Contours->25]
ContourPlot[v[x,y], {x,0,0.99}, {y,0,h[x]},PlotPoints->50,ContourLabels->All,
PlotLabel -> "v velocity with x and y for q = -0.01 and slope = -0.2",Contours->25]
u2 = u[x,y]/.{De-> 0, H2-> 0.8,h[x]->l-0.2x, k->l, U->1};
v2 - v[x,y]/.{De^ 0, H2-» 0.8,h[x]->l-0.2x, h'[x]->-0.2, k->l, U ^l};
ux2 = u2 /.y->0;
ux3 = u2 /.y->0.35;
ux4=u2 /.y->0.7;
uy2 = u2 /.x->0.01;
uy3 - u2 /.x^0.5;
uy4 = u2 /.x^0.99;
vx2 = v2 /.y->0;
vx3 = v2 /.y->0.35;
vx4=v2 /.y^0.7;
vy2 = v2 /.x-^0.01;
vy3 = v2 /.x-»0.5;
vy4 = v2 /.x->0.99;
Z1 =Plot[{uy2, uy3, uy4},{y,0,0.99},PlotStyle-»(Thick, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabeW{u, y},
PlotLegend ->{ "x=0.01", "x=0.5", "x = 0.99"}, LegendPosition->{l, -.3},
PlotLabel -> "u velocity against y for q = -0.01 and slope = -0.2", Frame-^True,
PlotRange->{{0,l}, {0,1}}]
Z2 = Plot[{ux2,ux3, ux4},{x,0,0.99},PlotStyle->{Thick, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabel->{u, x},
PlotLegend ->{ "y=0", "y=0.35", "y=0.7"}, LegendPosition->{l, -.3},
PlotLabel -> "u velocity against x for q = -0.01 and slope = -0.2", Frame->True]
Z3 = Plot[{vy2,vy3, vy4},{y,0,0.99},PlotStyle^{Thin, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabel->{v, y},
PlotLegend ->{ "x^O.Ol", "x=0.5", "x = 0.99"}, LegendPosition->{l, -.3},
PlotLabel -> "v velocity against y for q = -0.01 and slope = -0.2", Frame->True,
PlotRange->{{0,1}, {-0.1,0}}]
Z4 = Plot[{vx2,vx3, vx4},{x,0,0.99},PlotStyle->{Thick, Dotted, Dashed}, AxesLabel^{v, x},
PlotLegend ->{ "y=0", "y=0.35", "y=0.7"}, LegendPosition^{l, -.3},
PlotLabel -> "v velocity against x for q = -0.01 and slope = -0.2", Frame->True]
V = VectorPlot[{u2,v2},{x,0,0.99},{y,0,1},PlotLabel -» "total velocity vector field for q = -0.01 and slope
= - 0 . 2 " ];

top =Plot[l-0.2x, {x,0,l} ,Filling->Top];
Show[V, top]
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AS

Fluid stresses and velocities changing slope fixed De (Binomial)

This code determines the magnitudes of the shear and normal stresses, for the
different geometries, using non-integer values of q.
Clearf'global'*"]
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,y]
(* Used to allow for legends to be plotted*)
Needs["PlotLegends'"];
(* The velocity profile eqations for the fluid*)
u[x_,y_]=U ((l-yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])(l-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])(l+q/2(shear)A2)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y]A2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y-^0,h'[x]->a, q^O.01,h[x]^h};
Tauxy=tauxy/.{y->0,q^0.01,h’[x]^a,h[x]^h, h"[x]-^0};

(*lndefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/. {h->h 1}} - {sigmayy/. {h->h}};
(^Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a ;
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -» (hi - h2)/ L;
Tauxy2 = Tauxy /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our normal stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h^H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-H2),c^coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H^H2;
(*non-dinensionalizing our shear stress equation*)
pixyl = Tauxy2/.alpha2^eta0 De L / U;
pixy2 = pixyl/.h->H hi;
pixy3 = pixy2/((eta0 U L)/hl A2)(*//Expand*);
pixy4 = pixy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-H2),c->coef, hi -> 1, L^l}//Expand;
(*SOLVING FOR coeP)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {H-»H2,k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2-^ 1.2}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{100.941 -118.153 coef+56.8152 coef2-13.8803 coef3+1.70196 006^-0.0838494 coef5}
{{coef->2.88765 -1.56836 i},{coef-^2.88765 +1.56836 i},{coef->3.27869},
{coef->5.62193 -1.54809 i},{coef-^5.62193 +1.54809 i}}
coef=3.278693541833763'
3.27869
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyyl = piyy4/.{H2^1.2, H-> 1+0.2 x, De^O, k->l, U ^l};
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pxyl = pixy4/.{H2->1.2, H->l+0.2x, De^O, kn>l, U->1{;
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {kn>1,U^ 1,De^0,H2-> 1.05, L^>1}
Solve[piyy—0,coef]
{143.973 -179.374 coef+91.0798 0)6^-23.3691 coef+3.00108 coef*-0.154435 coef5}
{{coef->2.83696 -1.38275 i},{coef->2.83696 +1.38275 i},{coef^3.07367{,
{coef-^5.34255 -1.38147 i},{coef-^5.34255 +1.38147 i}}
coef=3.073674494907473'
3.07367
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy2 = piyy4/.{H2^1.05, H->l+0.05x, De->0, k ^ l, U->1, L->1{;
pxy2 = pixy4/. {H2^ 1.05, H-> 1+0.05x, De^O, k-> 1, U-> 1, L-> 1};
dxsigrnayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y-^0,h’[x]^-a, q->0.01,h[x]-*h{;
Tauxy=tauxy/. {y^0,q^0.01,h'[x]-»-a,h[x]-»h, h"[x]-^0{;
(*Indefmately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/. {h^h 1}} - {sigm ayy/. {h->h}};
(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a ;
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
Tauxy2 = Tauxy /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our normal stress equation*)
piyyl = sigmayy4/.alpha2-*eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h-^H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)^(l-H2),c^coef, hi -> 1{//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H^H2;
(*non-dinensionalizing our shear stress equation*)
pixy 1 = Tauxy2/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
pixy2 = pixyl/.h^H hi;
pixy3 = pixy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
pixy4 = pixy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-FI2),c^coef, hi -> 1, L->1 {//Expand;
(*S0LV1NG FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U^> 1,De-^0,H2->0.9999, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{165.438 -211.683 coef+110.164 coe^-28.933 coef3+3.8019 coe^-O^OOl 1 coef5}
{{coef-^2.80197 -1.3171 i},{coef-^2.80197 +1.3171 i},{coef-^2.99985{,
{coef->5.19763 -1.3171 i},{coef->5.19763 +1.3171 i}{
coef=2.9998499949116617'
2.99985
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy3 = piyy4/.{H2^0.9999, H->l-0.0001x, De^O, k-»l, U-^l, L-^l{;
pxy3 = pixy4/.{H2^0.9999, H->l-0.0001x, De^O, k ^ l, U->1, L->1{;
(*SOLVING FOR coef')
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2^0.95, L->1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{192.358 -253.653 coef+135.825 coe^-36.6726 coef3+4.95413 coef4-0.268073 coef5}
{{coef->2.75641 -1.25134 i},{coef-^2.75641 +1.25134 i{,{coef^2.92369{,
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{coef->5.02201 -1.24994 i},{coef-^5.02201 +1.24994 i}}
coef=2.9236949303575597'
2.92369
(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy4 = piyy4/.{H2^0.95, H^l-0.05x, De^O, k->l, U->1, L->1};
pxy4 = pixy4/.{H2^0.95, H^l-0.05x, De->0, k->l, U->1, L-»l};
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^>0,H2->0.8, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy-0,coef]
{331.837 -491.85 coef+295.565 coef2-89.5698 coef3+13.6179 coef4-0.831323 coef5}
{{coef->2.54484-1.06055 i},{coef->2.54484+1.06055 i},{coef-^2.68},
{coef->4.30565 -1.02789 i},{coef-*4.30565 +1.02789 i}}
coef=2.6800033810145685'
2.68

(*Generating the plot for these parameters*)
pyy5 = piyy4/.{H2-^0.8, H-> 1-0.2 x, De^O, k->l, U->1, L^l};
pxy5 = pixy4/.{H2^0.8, H->l-0.2x, De^O, k->l, U->1, L->1};
Plot[{ pyy5, pyy4, pyy3, pyy2, pyy 1}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-^ {X, Normal Stress},
PlotLabel "q = 0.01 De = 0",
PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed, {Thick, Dotted}, {Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend-^{"m = -0.2", "m = -0.05", "m = 0","m=0.05", "m=0.2"},LegendPosition->{0.85, -.3}]
Plot[{ pxy5, pxy4, pxy3, pxy2, pxyl}, {x, 0, 0.99}, AxesLabel-> {X, Shear Stress},
PlotLabel -» "q = 0.01 De = 0", PlotRange -> {{0,1},{0.5, 1.5}},
PlotStyle->{Thin, Dotted, Dashed, {Thick, Dotted}, {Thick, Dashed}},
PlotLegend^{"m = -0.2", "m = -0.05", "m = 0","m=0.05", "m=0.2"},LegendPosition^{0.85, -.3}]
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A.6 Particle velocities fixed heights changing De
This program shows the calculation at one o f the fixed initial height o f the
particle.
Clear["Globar*"]
(*Basic Equations*)
(*The Continuity equation D (u[x_],x)+D (v[y_],y)=0 (1)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,x)=D (tauxx,x)+D (tauxy,y) (2a)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,y)=D (tauyx,x)+D (tauyy,y) (2b)*)
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,y]
Needsf'PlotLegends'"];
u[x_,y_]=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] ((shear)Aq)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])((shear)Aq)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) ((shear)Aq)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y)A2;
dxsigmayy—D[tauxy,y]+D [(tauyy-tauxx),x]/. {y->0,q^0,h' [x] ->-a,h [x]^h}//Expand;
(*Indefmately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to h i*)
sigmayy2= {sigmayy/. {h^h 1}} - {sigmayy/. {h^h}}(*//Expand*);
(inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a (*//Expand*);
sigmayy4 - sigmayy3 /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h^H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)-*(l-H2),c->coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H->H2;
(*SOLVING FOR coef')
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {H->H2,k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2^0.95}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{6.31579 -2.16066 coef)
{{coef->2.92308}}
coef=2.9230769230769167'
s= 1.1;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[tlA2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul,
coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y [t] —
>y[t] +d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/.{y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/.{y[t] y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);Ul=.l;
tmax=15; (* Choose tmax such that Ul*tmax=l *)
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xinit=0.0;

yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=Ovt/. {x[t]=>xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;

Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]}, {t,0,tmax} ]]];
Do[yl[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.5}];

2.92308
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-* 1,U-> 1,De^0.15,H2^0.95, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy-0,coef]
{5.86205 -1.86123 coef-0.0341606 coef2}
{{coef-^-57.4706},{coef->2.98591}}
coef=2.98591470003488'
s=l.l;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((l-y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)(l-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U^> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/.{y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/.{y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y [t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l 5; (* Choose tmax such that U 1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]=>yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl—1;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]^rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]] ;
Do[y 1[t_]=y [t]/.Last[N DSolvef {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] —rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y [0] ==yinit,
x'[0] == uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tab2=Table[{xl [t],y 1[t]}, {t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
2.98591
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-* 1,U-> 1,De^0.3 ,H2^0.95}
Sol ve[piyy==0,coef]
{5.40831 -1.5618 coef-0.0683213 coef2}
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{(coef->-25.9143}, (coef-43.05468}}
coef=3.0546770003739883'
s=1.1;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((l-y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)(l-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul,
coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y [t] ->y[t] +d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=14; (* Choose tmax such that Ul*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]-^yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=l00000000;
cl=l;
d=0.01;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[x 1[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[ (D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,x'[0] ==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[y 1[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[ (D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0] == uinit/2,y'[0] == vinit/2}, (x[t],y [t]}, {t,0,tmax} ]]] ;tab3=Table[ {x 1[t],y 1[t]}, {t,0.1,tmax,. 5} ];
3.05468
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. (k-> 1,U-> 1,De->0.45,H2->0.95}
Solve[piyy—0,coef]
(4.95457 -1.26237 coef-0.102482 coef2}
{{coef->-15.4476}, (coef->3.12966}}
coef=3.1296560870974988'
s=l.l;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((l-y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)(l-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]-*y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=14; (* Choose tmax such that Ul*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. (x[t]^xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
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cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]];
Do[yl [t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tab4=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
3.12966
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. (k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0.6,H2->.95}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{4.50083 -0.962939 coef-0.136643 coef2}
{{coef-^-10.258 l},{coef-^3.21099}}
coef=3.210987430251701'
s= 1.1;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul,
coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]-^y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y’[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l 3; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl—1;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]= vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]] ;
Do[y 1[t_]=y [t]/.Last[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] = rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tab5=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
3.21099
lp2=ListPlot[{tabl,tab2, tab3, tab4, tab5},PlotStyle^{Dotted},Frame->True,AspectRatio->l,
PlotRange->All,Joined^True,PlotMarkers-^Automatic,
PlotLabel -> "q = 0 m = -0.05 particle position y = 0.3"]
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A.7 Particle velocities changing heights fixed De
This program gives the particle position for several different elevations, but with a
constantDe.
Clear["Global'*"]

(*Basic Equations*)
(*The Continuity equation D (u[x_],x)+D (v[y_],y)=0 (1)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,x)=D (tauxx,x)+D (tauxy,y) (2a)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,y)=D (tauyx,x)+D (tauyy,y) (2b)*)
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,y]
Needs["PlotLegends'"];
u[x_,yJ=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] ((shear)Aq)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])((shear)Aq)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) ((shear)Aq)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y]A2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/. {y-^0,q-> 1,h'[x]->-a,h[x]^h}//Expand;
(*Indefmately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*defmately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/.{tM>hl}}-{sigmayy/.{h^h}}(*//Expand*);
(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a (*//Expand*);
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyyl = sigmayy4/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h->H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)->(l-H2),c->coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H^H2;
(*S0LV1NG FOR coef*)

Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy 5/. {H^H2,k-* 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2-> 1.05}
Solve[piyy—0,coef]
{528.578 -427.373 coef+114.298 coefMO.1514 coef3}
{{coef->3.07525 },{coef-^4.09206 -0.432263 i},{coef-^4.09206 +0.432263 i}}
coef=3.07525250115378'
s= l.l;

h=l+0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((l-y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)(l-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub + 3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/.{y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]—
>y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/.{y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/.{y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
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flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);Ul=.l;
tmax= 10; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax= 1 *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [tj^yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.l|
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[yl[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]^xinit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0]=- uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.01}];
lp 1=ListPlot[tab 1,PlotJ oined->True, PlotStyle^ {Dashed} ,Frame->True, AspectRatio^ 1,
PlotRange->All]
3.07525
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Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2-> 1.05, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef|
{528.578 -427.373 coef+114.298 coef*-10.1514 coef3}
{{coef->3.07525},{coef->4.09206 -0.432263 i},{coef-+4.09206 +0.432263 i}}
coef=3.07525250115378'
s=l.l;
h=l+0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-* Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y [t]->y [t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y [t] ->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y [t] ->y[t] -d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y [t] -^y[t] -d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
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tmax=14; (* Choose tmax such that Ul*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]—
>xinit,y[t]^yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t]==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]}, {t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[yl[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]^yinit,
x'[0]~ uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[(xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.01}];
lp2=ListPlot[tabl,PlotJoined-^True,PlotStyle-^{Dotted},Frame^True,AspectRatio-^l,
PlotRange->All]
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Clear[FI2,H,coefl
piyy=piyy 5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De^0,H2-> 1.05}
Solve[piyy--0,coef]
{528.578 -427.373 coef+114.298 coef2-10.1514 coef3}
{{coef->3.07525 },{coef-^4.09206 -0.432263 i},{coef-^4.09206 +0.432263 i}}
coef=3.07525250115378'
s= 1.1;
h=l+0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub + 3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x’[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]-»y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[tj)
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=33; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
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xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.7;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]^xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=Ovt/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]^-yinit};
cd=l00000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0] ==uinit/2,y'[0] == vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];
Do[y 1[t_]=y [t]/.Last[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.01}];
lp4=ListPlot[tab l,PlotIoined^True,PlotStyle^ {Dotted,Thick},Frame->True,AspectRatio-U,
PlotRange^All]
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Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-^ 1,U^ 1,De^0,H2-> 1.05}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{528.578 -427.373 coef+114.298 coef2-10.1514 coef3}
{{coef-»3.07525},{coef-»4.09206 -0.432263 i},{coef-^4.09206 +0.432263 i}}
coef=3.07525250115378'
s= 1.1;
h=l+0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul,
coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y [t] -^y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y’[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l 000; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
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yinit=0.99;
uinit^ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=Ovt/. {x[t]-^xinit,y[t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;

d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[x 1[tJ=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] ~rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,x'[0] ==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vin it/2}, {x [t] ,y [t]}, {t, 0,tmax}]]] ;
Do[yl[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2 ,x[0 ]==xinit,y[0 ]==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.01}];
lp5=ListPlot[tab l,Plotloined->True,PlotStyle->{DotDashed,Thick},Frame->True,AspectRatio^l,
PlotRange->All]
3.07525
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top =Plot[l+0.05x, {x,0,l} ,Filling^Top]

Show[{lpl, lp2, Ip4,lp5, top}, AxesLabeW (X, Normal Stress},
PlotLabel -> "q = 1 m = +0.05 particle position"]
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A.8 Particle velocities fixed heights changing De (Binomial)
This program shows the calculations of the location of the particle in the fluid,
without the graphics shown. The particle is given a constistant initial position, by the
elasticity of the fluid is adjusted.
Clear["Global'*"]
(*Basic Equations*)
(*The Continuity equation D (u[x_],x)+D (v[y_],y)=0 (1)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,x)=D (tauxx,x)+D (tauxy,y) (2a)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,y)=D (tauyx,x)+D (tauyy.y) (2b)*)
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,yl
Needs["PlotLegends'"];
u[x_,y_]=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,y_]=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(*Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shears 1+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],y]A2+2 (D[v[x,yl,x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])(l+q/2(shear)A2)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,yl,x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,yl,yl) (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],y]A2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y^0,h'[x]->-a, q-^0.01,h[x]^h};
(*Indefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2= {sigmayy/. {h^h 1}} - {sigmayy/. {h^h}} (*//Expand*);

(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a (*//Expand*);
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (hi - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our stress equation*)
Clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2^eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h-44 hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)^(l-H2),c^coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H^H2;
(*SOLVING FOR coef*)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{H^H2,k-M,U-*l,De^>0,E[2^0.8}
Solve[piyy—0,coef]
{331.837 -491.85 coef+295.565 coef2-89.5698 0^+ 13.6179 coef4-0.831323 coef5}
{{coef-»2.54484-1.06055 i},{coef->2.54484+1.06055 i},{coef-^2.68},
{coef->4.30565 -1.02789 i},{coef-^4.30565 +1.02789 i}}
coef=2.6800033810145685'
s= 1.1;
h=l-0.2x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub + 3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t}])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y [t] ->y[t] -d/2};
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rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);Ul=.l;
tmax=l 0; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]^yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,x'[0] ==uinit/2,
y'[0]= vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]}, {t,0,tmax} ]]];
Do[y 1[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
lp2=ListPlot[tab 1,PlotJoinedVTrue,PlotStyle->{Dotted},Frame-»True, AspectRatio-» 1,
PlotRange-»All];
2.68

Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k-> 1,U-> 1,De->0.15,H2->0.8,
1}
Solve[piyy~0,coef]
{329.475 -490.134 coef+295.348 coef2-89.5698 coef3+13.6179 006^-0.831323 coef5}
{{coef-»2.50297 -0.940997 i},{coef-^2.50297 +0.940997 i},{coef-^2.94155},
{coef->4.21675 -1.03052 i},{coef-*4.21675 +1.03052 i}}
coef=2.941549938419228'
s= l.l;

h=l-0.2x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y [t] ->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]-+y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/.{y[t] y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l0; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]-»xinit,y[t]^yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]-»xinit,y [t]-^yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]-xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]= vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]] ;
Do[yl [t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t]==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,
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x'[0]== uinit/2,y’[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tab2=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
lp2=ListPlot[tab2,PlotJoinedVrrue,PlotStyle->{Dotted},Frame->True,AspectRatio->l,
PlotRange^All];
2.94155
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k^l,U^l,De^0.3,H2^0.8}
Solve[piyy-O,coef]
{327.112 -488.419 coef+295.132 coef2-89.5698 coef3+13.6179 coef*-0.831323 coef5}
{{coef->2.41568 -0.850174 i},{coef-+2.41568 +0.850174 i},{coef-43.33729},
{coef-^4.10618 -1.05706 i},{coef-*4.10618 +1.05706 i}}
coef=3.3372853951387214'
s=l.l;
h=l-0.2x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)(l-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c^ coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)( 1-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul,
coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x’[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]-»y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]—
>y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l 0; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]—
>xinit,y[t]^yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.01;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[y 1[t_]=y [t]/.Last[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2}, {x [t] ,y [t]}, {t, 0,tmax}]]];tab3=Tab le [ {x 1[t] ,y 1[t]}, {t, 0.1,tmax, .5}];
lp2=ListPlot[tab3,PlotJoinedH>True,PlotStyle=>{Dotted},Frame->True,AspectRatio->l,
PlotRange->All];
3.33729
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k->l,U^l,De->0.45,H2^0.8}
Solve[piyy-0,coef]
{324.75 -486.703 coef+294.916 coef2-89.5698 coef3+13.6179 coef4-0.831323 coef5}
{{coef->2.32642 -0.804199 i},{coef-^2.32642 +0.804199 i},{coef->3.73732},
{coef-»3.99542 -1.13485 i},{coef-»3.99542+1.13485 i}}
coef=3.7373175626736046'
s= 1.1;
h=l-0.2x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-* coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
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vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flifit=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=10; (* Choose tmax such that Ul*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]^yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]^yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[x 1[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,x'[0] ==uinit/2,
y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]] ;
Do[yl [t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t]==rhs2,x[0]==xmit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tab4=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
lp2=ListPlot[tab4,PlotIoined^T rue,PlotStyle-> {Dotted} ,Frame^T rue, AspectRatio-> 1,
PlotRange-^All];
3.73732
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k^l,U^l,De^0.6,H2-^.8}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{322.387 -484.987 coef+294.7 coef2-89.5698 coef3+13.6179 coef*-0.831323 coef5}
{{coef->2.25285 -0.779781 i},{coef-^2.25285 +0.779781 i},{coef->3.93014 -1.24446 i},
{coef-^3.93014+1.24446 i }, {coef->4.01502}}
coef=4.01501949546151 V
s= 1.1;
h=l-0.2x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)( 1-y[t]/h))/.{U-> Ul, c^ coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y [t]->y [t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y’[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y’[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y’[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l 0; (* Choose tmax such that U 1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]-^xinit,y [tj^yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]^xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=l00000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]-yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]= vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];
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Do [y 1[t_]=y [t]/. Last [NDSo 1ve [ {D[x [t] ,t,t] ==rhs 1, D[y[t] ,t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]-xinit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0] == uinit/2,y'[0] == vinit/2}, {x[t],y [t]}, {t,0,tmax} ]]] ;tab5=Table[ {x 1[t],y 1[t]}, {t,0.1,tmax,.5}];
lp2=ListPlot[tab5,PloUoined^True,PlotStyle -) | Dotted} ,Frame-^True, AspectRatio--^1,
PlotRange->All];
4.01502
lp2=ListPlot[{tabl,tab2, tab3, tab4, tab5},PlotStyle->{Dotted},Frame^True,AspectRatio->l,
PlotRange^All,Joined-^True,PlotMarkers^ Automatic,
PlotLabel -> "q = 0.01 m = -0.2 particle position y = 0.01"];
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A.9 Particle velocities heights slope fixed De (Binomial)
This program gives the position o f the particle for several different elevations, but
with a constant De.
Clearf'Global'*"]
(*Basic Equations*)
(*The Continuity equation D (u[x_},x)+D (v[y_],y)=0 (1)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,x)=D (tauxx,x)+D (tauxy,y) (2a)*)
(*The Momemtum Equation-D (p,y)=D (tauyx,x)+D (tauyy,y) (2b)*)
Clear[u,v,coef,piyy20,U,k,H2,H,x,yl
Needs["PlotLegends'"];
u[x_,yJ=U ((1 -yA2/h[x]A2)+(c/h[x]A2-4/h[x])( 1-y/h[x]) y);
v[x_,yj=-U D[h[x],x] (yA2/h[x]A2(2-c/h[x])(l-y/h[x]));
(* Shear thickening or Thinning Equation of introduce non-Newtonial behavior*)
shear=l+k (4 D[u[x,y],x]A2+4 D[v[x,y],ylA2+2 (D[v[x,y],x]+D[u[x,y],y])A2);
(*Simplified time independent constitutive equations*)
tauxx=-2 etaO D[u[x,y],x] (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal (D[u[x,y],y])A2;
tauxy=-etaO (D[u[x,y],y])(l+q/2(shear)A2)+2 alpha2 (u[x,y] D[u[x,y],x,y]+v[x,y] D[u[x,y],y,y]
+(2 D[u[x,y],x] D[u[x,y],y]));
tauyy=-2 etaO (D[v[x,y],y]) (l+q/2(shear)A2)+alphal D[u[x,y],y]A2+2 alpha2 D[u[x,y],ylA2;
dxsigmayy=-D[tauxy,y]+D[(tauyy-tauxx),x]/.{y^0,h'[x]->a, q^ 0.01 ,h[x]-»h};
(*Indefinately integrating dxsigmayy*)
sigmayy=Integrate[dxsigmayy,h];
(*definately integrating dxsigmayy from h to hi *)
sigmayy2={sigmayy/.{h->hl}}-{sigmayy/.{h^>h}}(*//Expand*);
(*Inserting our shape*)
sigmayy3 = sigmayy2 / a (*//Expand*);
sigmayy4 = sigmayy3 /.a -> (h 1 - h2)/ L;
(*non-dinensionalizing our stress equation*)
clear coef;
piyy 1 = sigmayy4/.alpha2->eta0 De L / U;
piyy2 = piyyl/.h->H hi;
piyy3 = piyy2/((eta0 U L)/hlA2)(*//Expand*);
piyy4 = piyy3/.{(hl-h2)-^(l-H2),c^coef, hi -> 1}//Expand;
piyy5 = piyy4/.H->H2;
(*SOLVING FOR coef“)
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {H^>H2,k-> 1,U^> 1,De^0,H2^0.95}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{192.358 -253.653 coef+135.825 coef2-36.6726 coef3+4.95413 coef*-0.268073 coef5}
{{coef->2.75641 -1.25134 i},{coef|2.75641 +1.25134 i},{coef->2.92369},
{coef-^5.02201 -1.24994 i},{coef-J.02201 +1.24994 i}}

coef=2.9236949303575597'
s=l.l;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)(l-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{LU Ul, c-^ coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{EU Ul, c-^ coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub + 3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/.{y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]^y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t))A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
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+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);Ul==.l;
tmax=10; (* Choose tmax such that Ul *tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.01;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]—
>xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]^xinit,y [t]-*yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl=l;
d=0.1;

g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl[t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t]==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]= vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[y 1[t_]=y [t]/. Last[NDSol ve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y [t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] —xinit,y [0] —yinit,
x'[0]“ uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.01}];
lp 1=ListPlot[tab 1,PlotJoined^T rue,PlotStyle->{Dashed} ,Frame-»True, AspectRatio-» 1,
PlotRange-»All];
2.92369
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-» 1,De^0,H2^0.95, L-> 1}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{192.358 -253.653 coef+135.825 coef2-36.6726 coef3+4.95413 coef4-0.268073 coef5}
{{coef-^2.75641 -1.25134 i},{coef-+2.75641 +1.25134 i},{coef-»2.92369},
{coef->5.02201 -1.24994 i},{coef-^5.02201 +1.24994 i}}
coef=2.9236949303575597'
s=l.l;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-» coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U-* Ul, c^ coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]-»y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/.{y[t]-»y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y [t] -^y [t] -d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[tj)
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=14; (* Choose tmax such that U 1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.3;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]—
>xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]^xinit,y [t]-»yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl—1;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t]==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y'[0]= vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]] ;
Do[y 1[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[ {D[x[t],t,t] ==rhs 1,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl [t],yl [t]},{t, 0.1, tmax, .01}];
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lp2=ListPlot[tabl,PlotIoined^True,PlotStyle^{Dotted},Frame^True,AspectRatio->l,
PlotRange-^All];
2.92369
Clear[H2,H,coef|
piyy=piyy5/. {k-> 1,U-> 1,De->0,H2^0.95}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{192.358 -253.653 coef+135.825 coef2-36.6726 coef3+4.95413 coef4-0.268073 coef5}
{{coef-^2.75641 -1.25134 i},{coef-»2.75641 +1.25134 i},{coef->2.92369},
{coef->5.02201 -1.24994 i},{coef-^5.02201 +1.24994 i}}
coef=2.9236949303575597'
s= 1.1;
h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c-> coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y’[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/. {y[t]-^y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]-^y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
vbot=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]-d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);Ul=0.1;
tmax=34; (* Choose tmax such that U 1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.7;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]->xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;

cl=l;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]~ uinit/2,
y [0] == vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[yl[t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t]==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0] ==xinit,y[0] ==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y'[0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t,0.1,tmax,.01}];
lp4=ListPlot[tabl,Plotloined^>True,PlotStyle-^{Dotted,Thick} ,Frame->True,AspectRatio-^l,
PlotRange->AlI]
2.92369
Clear[H2,H,coef]
piyy=piyy5/.{k^ 1,U-> 1,De^»0,H2^.95}
Solve[piyy==0,coef]
{192.358 -253.653 coef+135.825 coef2-36.6726 coef3+4.95413 coef4-0.268073 coef5}
{{coef->2.75641 -1.25134 i},{coef-^2.75641 +1.25134 i},{coef-^2.92369},
{coef-^5.02201 -1.24994 i},{coef-^5.02201 +1.24994 i}}
coef=2.9236949303575597'
S F l.l;

h=l-0.05x[t];
ut=(U ((1 -y[t]A2/hA2)+(c/hA2-4/h)( 1-y[t]/h) y[t]))/.{U-> Ul, c^ coef};
vt=-U D[h,x[t]] (y[t]A2/hA2(2-c/h)(l-y[t]/h))/.{U^ Ul, c-> coef};
rhsl=(l-s)g h/ub +3/2 (ut D[ut,x[t]]+vt D[ut,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (ut-x'[t]);
utop=ut/.{y[t] y[t]+d/2};
vtop=vt/. {y[t]->y[t]+d/2};
ubot=ut/. {y [t] ->y[t] -d/2};
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vbot=vt/. {y [t] ->y[t] -d/2};
rhs2=3/2(ut D[vt,x[t]]+vt D[vt,y[t]])+3 cd/(4d) Sqrt[(ut-x'[t])A2+(vt-y'[t])A2] (vt-y'[t])
+ 3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);
flift=3/4 cl/d ((utop-x'[t])A2+(vtop-y'[t])A2)-3/4 cl/d ((ubot-x'[t])A2+(vbot-y'[t])A2);U 1=0.1;
tmax=l 000; (* Choose tmax such that U1*tmax=l *)
xinit=0.0;
yinit=0.99;
uinit=ut/. {x[t]—
>xinit,y[t]->yinit};
vinit=0vt/. {x[t]->xinit,y [t]->yinit};
cd=100000000;
cl—1;
d=0.1;
g=0;
ub=l;
Do[xl [t_]=x[t]/.First[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]—xinit,y[0]==yinit,x'[0]==uinit/2,
y|0]== vinit/2},{x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax} ]]] ;
Do[yl [t_]=y[t]/.Last[NDSolve[{D[x[t],t,t] ==rhsl,D[y[t],t,t] ==rhs2,x[0]==xinit,y[0]==yinit,
x'[0]== uinit/2,y’[0]== vinit/2}, {x[t],y[t]},{t,0,tmax}]]];tabl=Table[{xl[t],yl[t]},{t, 0.1,tmax, .01}];
lp5=ListPlot[tab 1,PlotJoined->True,PlotStyle->{DotDashed,Thick},Frame->True,AspectRatio^l,
PlotRange->All]
2.92369
top =Plot[l-0.05x, {x,0,l} ,Filling->Top]
Show[{lpl, lp2, Ip4,lp5, top}, AxesLabel-^ {X, Normal Stress},
PlotLabel -» "q = 0.01 m = -0.05 particle position"]
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Appendix B: Supplimental Graphs,
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Figure B l: The graphical depiction o f Normal Stress fo r all fo u r fluids with all five
geometries with changing Deborah numbers
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Figure B5: The graphical depiction of the vertictal velocity
of all four fluids and five geometries
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Figure B6: The motion o f a particle fo r all four starting positions, fo u r flu id and five
geometries
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Figure B7: The motion o f a particle in different starting positions
fo r all four fluids and five geometries
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